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Important Notes: 
 

• Schools are busy places. School leaders always have too 
much on their plates. We get it. We understand that     
paging through this Workbook might make the task of   
using it feel daunting, overwhelming, and  immense. 
That’s why we strongly advise turning to the “About the 
Quality Standards” section (page 5) first and reading the              
sub-section titled “How to Use the Workbook” (page 6). 
This brief sub-section shares approaches to using the 
Workbook—from answering every question and checking 
all boxes to simply reviewing the standards when evalu-
ating an employee. 

 
• The Workbook allows for school’s to bring their own  

specificity to some terms used. As an example, the term 
“stakeholders” is used throughout. For some work, the full 
definition may make the most sense (students, parents, 
employees, leaders, Board, community-at-large,             
volunteers, donors, authorizer, etc.). Depending on how 
you approach your use of the Workbook, you may select a 
more narrow definition.  

 
• There is built-in flexibility with this Workbook. We think of 

it as a school-wide evaluation tool. But, you may decide to 
use it with one employee to help bring improvement to a 
key position. It’s yours to use in the way that will best fit 
your school’s needs. 
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WHAT MAKES A QUALITY SCHOOL? 

A high-quality Pennsylvania charter school is one that provides a safe and inspiring education equipping all its students with the 

knowledge, skills, confidence, and determination to thrive in and contribute to a diverse global society. A high-quality Pennsylva-

nia charter school is governed by an ethical not-for-profit board and employs effective leaders, faculty, and staff unwavering in 

their commitment to educational and operational decisions made with the instructional needs of students at the forefront. 

ABOUT THE QUALITY STANDARDS AND THE PCPCS PROCESS 

Across Pennsylvania and our nation, the education community has a difficult time quantifying what makes a high-quality public 

charter school. When looking only at test scores, some Pennsylvania charter schools (and traditional public schools) fail to achieve 

what is considered a passing grade on the state’s standardized tests. While concerns with this underperformance continues to 

mount, charter school adversaries use this poor performance on test scores as an opportunity to attack the broader charter sec-

tor. Unfortunately, high performing charter schools are being held back because of the stigma attached to the low performers. 

And, we all know that test scores do not define a school, any type of school. 

Outside of test scores, a primary concern in the charter community is that the Pennsylvania Department of Education does not 

provide clear standards of quality. There are a multitude of authorizing entities with no continuity of standards across the state.  

Additionally, authorizers often change expectations from year to year. These authorizers are not consistently holding charters to 

robust, fair standards and are often driven more by local politics. 

The Pennsylvania Coalition of Public Charter Schools (PCPCS) believes that a school’s success should be grounded in its ability to 

increase academic achievement outcomes for its students, not the vagaries of local authorizing conditions. Differing standards 

issued by authorizers across the state is highly problematic for PCPCS and our member schools. At PCPCS, we have decided that it 

is time to formally define a “high-quality public charter school”. Our definition is at the top of the page. Once defined, we needed 

to develop a tool to allow charters to comprehensively evaluate themselves. This workbook is a result of those efforts.  

To address these concerns, PCPCS formed a small working group to explore what other associations across the country were   

doing to address quality. The Quality Workgroup consisted of PCPCS leadership, PCPCS data analyst, board members, and        

volunteer charter school leaders. PCPCS’s Quality Workgroup conducted several interviews and meetings with leading              

accountability and education researchers nationwide to ensure PCPCS’ planning was as thoughtful and comprehensive as          

possible. The group reached out to several charter support associations in other states and found that across the country,         

many charter support associations had found impactful solutions by developing their own definition of quality. 

The common theme across all states was that a high-quality charter school was about much more than just test scores. They 

found that the most successful charter schools are led by strong, passionate leaders who carry out their duties in a professional 

and ethical manner, always for the purpose of achieving overall school and student success. They hire energetic teachers who use 

innovative teaching methods that motivate and inspire students to learn. These successful schools are supported in their commu-

nities by active and involved parents and have been able to create valuable community partnerships. Their administration is ac-

tively involved and works hard to ensure students can learn in an environment that is stable, safe, and technologically current. 

Taking all of the above into consideration, the workgroup was able to create a set of guidelines that would assist schools in the 

critical self-reflection process required for grants, accreditation, charter renewal, and other external reviews.  

Through our research and discussions with other state associations, PCPCS was exposed to many different concepts and programs 

that the various states use to measure a quality charter school.  After much consideration, PCPCS chose to accept a gracious offer 

made by the Arizona Charter Schools Association to ‘borrow’ their self assessment as a starting point in creating our own self-

assessment and quality definition. The Arizona assessment has been in use since 2010 and was originally designed to support   

charter schools by creating a set of guidelines that would assist them in the critical self reflection process required for grants,     

accreditation, charter renewal, and other external reviews.  
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This effort resulted in a set of research-based, comprehensive quality statements that describe conditions and factors that contrib-

ute to quality schools and a definition for a high-quality school in Pennsylvania. Combining the knowledge and expertise of success-

ful school operators with research-based best practices, the standards describe basic criteria that can be met regardless of a 

school’s size, philosophy or educational model: 

• Academic and Continuous Improvement   

• Effective and Ethical Leadership 

• Effective School Operations 

• Culture, Community, and Relationship Building 

• Effective Governance 

• Finance 

Any school can use the Workbook; however, it is important to note that some standards (finance and government) are tailored 

more to the unique needs of charter schools. We would still encourage school districts and private schools to review these stand-

ards if they identify governance and finance as key areas of improvement. 

HOW DO I USE THE WORKBOOK?  

The Workbook includes a Quality Standard for each of the six sections outlined above: Academic and Continuous Improvement; 

Effective and Ethical Leadership; Culture, Community, and Relationship Building; Operations; Governance; and, Finance.  Designed 

to support school improvement, each Quality Standard includes a set of Indicators to help determine if a school has attained quali-

ty. With each Indicator, Key Questions and Evidence are listed. Each Key Question is designed to demonstrate progress towards 

exemplary performance on the Indicator. Answering yes to every question, as well as being able to produce a majority of the evi-

dence/artifacts listed, gives evidence towards effective or exemplary performance. Based on your analysis, determine your school’s 

performance level for the given Indicator by marking: Absent, Emerging, Effective, or Exemplary in the rubric box for each section. 

After determining your performance level, provide a brief rationale for why you have identified your school as performing at the 

selected level. 

The Workbook can be used traditionally. That is, opening to the first standard and working through each Standard, Indicator, Key 

Question, and providing the necessary Evidence. However, this approach may not meet everyone’s needs or it simply may be too 

much to consider when thinking about improvement. Keep reading for other ways to use the Workbook that are not as consuming.  

We strongly caution against a school leader alone completing the Workbook in its entirety single-handedly. When completing the 

Workbook fully is the goal, it is recommended that the leaders accountable for a standard to complete “their” section, with a 

workgroup assisting.  Then, the leaders (and workgroup representatives) can gather to discuss results and complete the final self-

scoring section of the Workbook. A twist on this recommendation is to have schools leaders complete the sections related to areas 

for which they are not accountable; moving from self-evaluation to peer evaluation. This provides an outside-looking-in perspec-

tive on the work being done related to that Standard. 

The Workbook is designed so a School Leader is able to select just the one Standard or mix of Standards that s/he wants to evalu-

ate. In this way, the Workbook is a great tool for when there is personnel transition in a department or position or when there is a 

need to bring about improvement to a specific department of the school.   

The Workbook can be used to help develop job descriptions and performance evaluations. As an example, use the Finance section 

Key Questions and Evidence to help draft the essential job functions and levels of performance for your Business Manager or CFO 

role. A leader can use the Workbook simply as a tool to prompt efforts; just skim the Workbook periodically and something new is 

bound to jump out at you as an area that you’re now ready to focus on and improve. 

Whichever way (or ways) you decide to use the Workbook, we know that it will assist in your endeavors of advancing your 

school. 
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                  A quality school maintains a culture of high academic expectations and   
focuses on continuous improvement by defining measurable academic goals 

for all of its students; articulating a fully aligned, rigorous curriculum and    
employing research-based instructional strategies; regularly tracking student 

progress; employing differentiated professional development and student   
intervention; and fostering a collaborative and highly effective cadre of           
teachers, while also maintaining compliance with applicable laws and                 

regulations. 
 

STANDARD 1 
 

ACADEMIC AND CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT 
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ACADEMIC INDICATOR 1.1: CULTURE OF HIGH EXPECTATIONS  

The school commits to high academic expectations for all students and holds all staff and students accountable to these              

expectations. 

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

The school lacks a           

commitment to high 

achievement for all         

students.  

The school focuses on 

teaching rather than       

student learning.  

The school does not moni-

tor evidence of student           

learning and it fails to     

respond to its data. 

 

The school’s mission reflects 

high academic expectations 

for all students.  

The school has established 

goals and expectations for 

all students in at least read-

ing, writing and math.  

The school has begun to 

shift its focus from teaching 

inputs to students’ learning 

outcomes. However, the 

school inconsistently moni-

tors evidence of student 

learning and fails to utilize 

data effectively for school       

improvement. 

 

The school’s mission and 

day to day behaviors reflect 

high academic expectations 

for all students.  

The school has established 

goals and high expectations 

for all students in all content    

areas.  

The school has shifted its 

focus from teaching inputs 

to student learning out-

comes.  

The school monitors evi-

dence of student learning to     

determine if sufficient    

progress is being achieved 

and holds staff and students            

accountable for student 

learning.to make adjust-

ments to student outcomes. 

The school staff and stu-

dents hold themselves ac-

countable for student learn-

ing. 

The school’s mission and 

day to day behaviors       

reflect high academic     

expectations for all students 

that extend beyond       

graduation from the school.  

All members of the school 

community establish     

goals and create high      

expectations for student 

learning in all content areas, 

including goals for closing 

achievement gaps, when 

applicable.  

The focus of the school is 

student learning outcomes 

and data is monitored fre-

quently to make adjust-

ments to student outcomes. 

 The school staff and stu-

dents hold themselves               

accountable for student 

learning. 
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1.1 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Do the school mission and vision statements reflect high academic expectations for all students? 

• Does the school translate mission and vision statements into strategic goals that address the learning of all students in all 
 content areas and that embody the following characteristics: specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, and time-bound 
 (S.M.A.R.T.)? 

• Does the school commit to school-wide goals for achievement (i.e. percent proficient) and growth of students (i.e.          
 individual growth percentile scores)? 

• Does the school commit to and monitor growth and achievement goals for each subgroup of students (by grade level, low-
 income, special needs, demographic groups, etc.), ensuring all subgroups meet goals? 

• Has the school publicly communicated its academic goals? Do the school’s academic achievement goals demonstrate  
        improvement from the previous year? 

• How does the school compare performance with similar schools? 

• Does the school explicitly align curriculum with college and career readiness standards? 
• Does the school expose students to a variety of possible careers and educational opportunities beyond high 
 school? 

• Does the physical environment support a culture of high expectations?  

• Does the school leadership recognize and celebrate students who make significant gains or achieve absolute goals?  

• Is a commitment to the mission and high expectations for students a part of the hiring and evaluation criteria for staff? 

• Is student achievement monitored after students leave the school (i.e. success in high school or post- secondary              
 graduation)? 

• Does the school monitor student achievement data and use these data to determine if sufficient progress is being made? 

• Is the school using multiple measures to determine student achievement and success? 

• Do students monitor their progress in achieving learning goals? 

• Are teachers actively involved in conversations about classroom level and school-wide academic goals? 

• Is student performance data considered during a teacher’s evaluation? 

 

   1.1 EVIDENCE 
 

• Written mission and vision statements 

• School continuous improvement plan (performance school leader plan, Title I consolidated plan, etc.) that includes             
 measurable goals for student achievement by content areas 

• Observation records that demonstrate teachers are implementing strategies and actions identified in the plan 

• S.M.A.R.T. goals established by grade and content that addresses student achievement for all students 

• Rigorous formative and summative assessments 

• Classroom and hallway décor that supports academic goals and school mission 

• Artifacts of public recognition of students who reach academic goals or make significant achievement 

• Evidence that students monitor their progress: student journals, student goal setting sheets, student generated graphs/
 charts, student led conference procedures, etc. 
• Data analysis: graphs and charts displaying results of student assessments, data aggregated at the classroom and school 
 level, electronic school leader of data, etc. 

• Professional Learning Community (PLC) norms, SMART goals aligned to school goals, identified learning outcomes,              
 identified strategies and actions that align to SMART goals, agenda and minutes of PLC meetings, common formative                 
 assessments, data analysis 

• Agendas and minutes of meetings with teachers and staff addressing data analysis and use of student achievement data to 
 progress monitor goals, school improvement planning, etc. 

• Teacher evaluation framework that reflects inclusion of student achievement data 

• Alumni tracking records 
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ACADEMIC INDICATOR 1:2: CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION  

The school creates a comprehensive curriculum, instruction, and assessment system aligned to required standards, college and 

career readiness measures, and the school’s mission and vision. The curriculum and instruction include effective strategies to   

meet the needs of a diverse student population.  

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

The school has no written 

curriculum (i.e. curriculum 

map, scope and sequence, 

content resources, etc.).  

Teacher’s lesson plans do 

not articulate standards or 

performance objectives 

related to the standards. 

Teachers solely utilize the 

instructional resources  

(e.g., textbooks) as their 

curriculum and do not    

regularly assess students 

nor differentiate instruction 

based on learning style or 

specific academic needs. 

The school has a written 

curriculum; however, it is 

not fully aligned and          

articulated to state       

standards or college and 

career readiness measures, 

or the curriculum doesn’t 

provide the necessary  

scope and sequence for 

teachers.  

Teachers submit lesson 

plans with specific out-

comes, but mainly utilize 

the instructional resources 

to pace their instruction 

rather than their curriculum 

materials.  

Some curriculum aligned 

assessment is administered 

but does not inform the 

differentiation in instruction 

based on student need. 

The school has a written 

curriculum that is aligned   

to state standards and 

teachers have identified   

the essential learning       

outcomes in at least      

reading, writing and math, 

and these documents      

provide the scope and    

sequence for instruction.  

Teachers’ unit and lesson 

plans articulate specific 

standards and performance 

objectives to be mastered 

and are aligned to the     

mission, essential learning 

outcomes, and scope and 

sequence established in   

the curriculum.  

Teachers utilize the instruc-

tional resources as well as 

some supplementary mate-

rials to provide instruction      

that addresses multiple  

academic levels and      

learning styles. 

Formative and summative 

assessments are regularly 

administered; curriculum 

materials are reviewed   

annually for effectiveness 

based on student academic 

data and revised, if needed. 

 

 

The school has a written 

curriculum and scope and 

sequence of instruction  

that exceeds state        

standards in all content  

areas.  

Teachers’ plan collabora-

tively to provide instruction 

on the essential learning 

outcomes and  have agreed 

to the pacing of instruction 

as demonstrated in com-

mon unit and lesson plans 

that articulate specific 

standards and performance 

objectives to be mastered. 

Teacher’s unit and lessons 

plans represent mission-

aligned exemplary           

instructional practice and 

demonstrate differentiation 

of instruction based on each 

individual student’s needs. 

Teachers use a variety of 

formative and summative 

assessments to monitor 

student achievement and 

inform instruction.  

A documented process for 

curriculum monitoring and 

review for effectiveness is 

established and employed 

as soon as it is needed, 

which may include multiple 

times per year. 
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1.2 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Are curriculum materials aligned to state standards and used to drive instruction? 

• Is curriculum aligned with college and career readiness standards? 

• Does the school collaborate with content experts or industry professionals to ensure curriculum is meeting the knowledge 
 and skills needed for future employment? 

• Do the curriculum materials provide a scope and sequence for instruction throughout the year? 

• Do the curriculum materials identify essential learning outcomes (i.e. learning outcomes that are necessary for readiness 
 and can be leveraged in subsequent grade levels)? 

• Do teachers commit to teaching essential learning outcomes to mastery and monitor the progress of their students? 

• Is there a process in place for school leadership to review lesson plans for alignment to standards and the school’s           
 curriculum map? 

• Are formative assessments explicitly aligned to curriculum materials, daily lesson plans, and end of year summative 
 assessments? 

• Is instruction monitored to ensure alignment with stated curriculum and standards? 

• Do teachers work in collaborative teams to identify what they want students to know, determine whether they have 
 learned it and use data to respond with intervention or enrichment? 

• Do teachers interpret standards and plan lessons by considering what is necessary in previous and subsequent grade      
 levels and prior and future knowledge necessary within the current year? 

• Do teachers within a grade level or content area use research-based instructional strategies? 

• Do teachers have access to up-to-date core instructional materials (e.g., textbooks, comprehensive curriculum software, 
 etc.)? 

• Do teachers use supplementary materials to provide instruction (e.g., technology, manipulatives, literature, etc.)? 

• Do teachers have access to intervention and enrichment materials or programs that can be used to support student    
 learning? 

• Is student performance on the curriculum assessed through summative assessments at least two times prior to the end of 
 the year? 

• Is student progress toward mastery on the curriculum assessed through periodic formative assessments? 

• Is student performance on the curriculum assessed through formative check for understandings in each lesson? 

• Are interventions and enrichments based on student achievement data collected in the assessment system? 

• Is assessment data monitored frequently to determine changes in program, instructional strategies or intervention? 

• Are curriculum materials reviewed and revised at least annually based on changes in standards or past student               
 performance? 

• Is there a process in place to review and revise curriculum materials mid-year based on student progress? 

• Are college and career readiness assessments used to measure student achievement? 

• Does the school analyze student achievement data at least quarterly and adjust curriculum to better align with standards, 
 as needed? 

• Does the school have a systematic response to students’ learning needs (e.g., Response to Intervention, enrichment, etc.)? 

• Does the school have a formal process for identifying and testing students who might be eligible for special education    
 services, 504 plans, remediation, language support, or gifted services? 

• Do lesson plans reflect instructional practices that differentiate based on diverse learning needs? Do teachers scaffold     
 lessons and assessments to address multiple academic levels? 

• Does instructional monitoring include observation of differentiation strategies? 

• Are language supports provided for English language learners? 

• Do students with Individual Education Plans (IEP’s) undergo an annual review resulting in revisions to their plans based on 
 targeted needs? 

• Is professional development provided for teachers on how to differentiate instruction? 

• Are curriculum and instructional materials sensitive to the diverse cultural backgrounds of students? 

• Is academic performance monitored within subgroups, such as gender, race/ethnicity, language proficiency, previous 
 academic history (i.e. bottom 25% of performance)? 
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1.2 KEY QUESTIONS (CONTINUED) 
 

• Is curriculum and instruction adjusted in response to performance of specific subgroups? 

• Does the school have a plan that addresses curriculum, instruction, and assessment of the state standards? 
 

1.2 EVIDENCE 

 
• Curriculum materials are aligned to state standards by grade level and content area, e.g., curriculum maps, pacing guides, 
 “essential learning outcomes” identified 

• Written classroom level outcomes are aligned to the S.M.A.R.T. goals 

• Identified and shared, student-friendly learning objectives in each classroom 

• School plan (performance school leader plan, Title I consolidated plan, etc.) that addresses curriculum and instruction 

• Observation records demonstrate teachers are implementing strategies and actions identified in the plan 

• Classroom observations, lesson plans, samples of student work show how teachers utilize expected instructional strategies 

• Team agenda and minutes of PLC meetings, common planning materials indicate collaboration 

• End of unit assessments aligned to taught curriculum 

• Check for understanding activities embedded in lesson plans 

• Interim formative assessments aligned to taught curriculum and/or summative assessments 

• Curriculum review report 

• Revised curriculum materials 

• Intervention logs, student portfolios, student analysis of learning and goal setting 

• Systematic response to student learning e.g., documented interventions for Tier I, II and III support, common procedures 
 for teachers to provide intervention teacher interviews, observations, etc. 

• Schedule for annual and triennial IEP reviews 

• Student achievement data by disaggregated groups 

• Student IEP files and other individualized learning plans for students who have special learning needs 
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ACADEMIC INDICATOR 1:3: PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT 

The school implements a systematic process of monitoring and improving the effectiveness of their academic program based on 

data.  

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

No record of school review 

of teacher or program  

effectiveness exists. 

Professional development  

is infrequent and available 

in response to compliance 

activities rather than        

focusing on curriculum,  

instruction, assessment   

and data analysis. 

The school fails to fully   

address the alignment of 

curriculum, instruction,  

assessment and               

professional development in 

its continuous improvement 

plan.  

The professional develop-

ment of teachers and staff 

are based only on individual 

teacher interests or re-

quests rather than a re-

sponse to student needs or 

program enhancement 

needs identified by student 

achievement data.    

Professional development   

is primarily based on    

workshops; it does not   

include knowledge          

developed in collaborative 

teams and job embedded 

opportunities  are not   

available.  

Continuing education is not 

targeted to specific long- 

term institutional improve-

ment.  

The school creates a        

continuous improvement 

plan that incorporates    

curriculum, instruction,  

assessment and               

professional development 

to respond to students’ 

needs.  

Teachers and staff quarterly 

review the implementation 

and effectiveness of the 

plan utilizing student and 

school achievement data.  

Teachers actively participate 

in giving input on areas of  

institutional improvement.  

The school leadership values 

collaboration as a means of 

professional development, 

encourages teachers to  

focus on student learning, 

and models the use of data 

driven decision making. 

Teachers’ professional    

development is based        

on identified needs for   

instructional strategies,  

interventions or other     

program enhancements. 

 

 

 

 

The school creates a       

continuous improvement 

plan that is regularly moni-

tored and aligns high      

expectations for student 

and staff learning, effective 

instructional strategies and 

data analysis to monitor 

effectiveness.  

School leadership has devel-

oped a Professional Learn-

ing Community with clearly 

established expectations  

for teacher collaboration;    

a focus on student learning 

rather than teaching; and    

a results orientation which 

requires that teachers   

monitor student achieve-

ment results.  

School staff engages in pro-

gram development and           

modifications based on  

internal and external      

evaluation of student and 

school outcomes.  

Staff development is based 

on valid and reliable re-

search; it is frequently job           

embedded and aligns to 

student achievement needs, 

increasing knowledge and 

capacity for collaborative 

team work and/or teachers’ 

professional goals.  
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1.3 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Do school administrators use data to evaluate student learning and instructional programming effectiveness? 

• Is there a formative and summative assessment system in place to allows` teachers and administrators to monitor student 
 progress? 

• Does the assessment system provide reliable and valid data for teachers to use? 

• Is there a student database that stores and reports student achievement data over time (e.g. grades, course taking, state 
 assessment results, norm-referenced assessment results, growth percentiles, etc.)? 

• Is there a system in place to collect, analyze and report student achievement data at the classroom, grade, and school 
 levels? 

• Do teachers use formative and summative assessments to inform their instruction? 

• Do teachers receive training on data analysis? 

• Is teacher professional development aligned with student achievement data and outcomes? 

• Is professional development monitored for effectiveness and implementation of learnings? 

• Do teachers analyze the results of assessments to determine how they can improve individually, how their team can        
 improve and how well their students are performing on the standards? 

• Does the school collect and analyze longitudinal student data? 

• Does the school conduct student and parent satisfaction surveys to help inform program effectiveness? 

• Does the school leadership report student academic performance to the Board of Trustees? Does the school schedule 
 time for regular data analysis in collaborative team meeting? 

• Does the school have a continuous improvement plan that aligns professional development with curriculum, instruction, 
 assessment and data analysis activities? 

• Are classroom and school wide academic goals determined based on ambitious and attainable improvements from            
 previous year or baseline data? 

• Does the school conduct a review of and revise curriculum annually based on summative assessment results? 

• Are student growth scores used in teacher and leader evaluations? 

• Are teacher and leader evaluations used primarily for constructive feedback and opportunities for improvement? 

• Do teachers analyze student achievement data to determine teacher, team, and student strengths and areas of             
 improvement? 

• Are students grouped and/or intervention opportunities developed or adapted based on identified needs? 

• Does school leadership review staffing needs annually and hire, in part, based on gaps in teacher strengths (e.g. literacy, 
 science)? 

• Is school performance data transparent and available for internal and external review and critique?     
 

 1.3 EVIDENCE 
 

• Assessment system (internally developed or commercially purchased) capable of implementing standards-based                
 assessments aligned to Pennsylvania standards 

• Multiple assessments: classroom level (formative and summative) and school level (common assessments, benchmarks/
 diagnostic, predictive) 

• Reliable and valid assessments and data e.g., research reports, item analysis statistics, correlation studies between       
 internal assessments and state standardized assessments, technical reports, etc. 

• Variety of assessment reports: progress monitoring reports, longitudinal reports, standards-based reporting 

• Teacher developed assessments managed within the assessment system e.g., formative, summative, end of course,             
 common assessments, etc. 

• Testing calendars by grade level and content area 

• Team meeting agendas, assessments, teachers’ lesson and assessment plans, grade level/team meeting data analysis 
 show collaboration around development and implementation of common assessments 

• Agenda and minutes of meetings with teachers and staff within the same grade level and across multiple grade levels      
 addressing data analysis, the use of student achievement data to progress monitor goals, school improvement planning, 
 etc. 
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1.3 EVIDENCE (CONTINUED) 
 

• Professional development calendar and agendas by topic 

• Intervention plans based on data analysis e.g., flexible grouping, instructional supports assigned by skill areas identified in 
 assessment data, differentiation of instruction and support aligned to identified student need, etc. 

• Evidence of teachers’ participation in the identification or creation of professional development: e.g., minutes from re
 treats, study groups, improvement committees, samples of materials, etc. 

• Meeting minutes, agendas, sign in sheets, artifacts of their work (norms, common assessments, intervention plans, etc.) 
 indicate collaboration 

• Job embedded professional development: e.g., participation in collaborative teams, mentoring, coaching, peer               
 observations, book studies, sharing opportunities, etc. 

• Alignment of professional development and curriculum, instruction, assessment and student achievement needs: e.g., 
 analysis of student gaps, identification of content needs, identification of pedagogical needs, training in assessment       
 development and interpretation, intervention planning and implementation, etc. 

• Monitoring of professional development activities for instructional staff: e.g., attendance sheets, electronic school         
 leader of participation, participation in collaboration, implementation of learning in classroom, self-reflections, etc. 

• School wide and/or grade level performance data posted on school’s website 

• Academic performance dashboard presented to Board of Trustees 

• Teacher/leader evaluation framework includes student growth scores 
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ACADEMIC INDICATOR 1:4: HIGHLY EFFECTIVE TEACHERS 

The school hires, develops, and retains a cadre of dedicated and effective educators who review student data, adjust instruction, 

and provide intervention when necessary.  

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

Teacher qualifications        

do not reflect content    

expertise or pedagogical 

training.  

Teacher effectiveness is not          

reviewed, and evaluations 

are not conducted and/or 

do not include student 

achievement data.  

No  training or professional  

development program    

exists to provide training    

in curriculum, instruction, 

assessment and data     

analysis.  

Some teacher qualifications 

do not match content     

areas taught.  

Teacher’s effectiveness is 

reviewed, but teachers are 

not consistently provided      

constructive feedback     

focused on improvement. 

Teachers do not engage      

in collaboration; teachers 

have limited access to     

professional development  

in curriculum, instruction, 

assessment or data analysis. 

Teachers lack strategies to 

adjust instruction or        

interventions for use based 

on students’ needs. 

All teachers are mission-

aligned, and their             

qualifications match content 

areas taught.  

Teachers receive formative 

and summative evaluations   

that include student 

achievement data in the 

teacher’s content area with 

the goal of improving      

instruction. 

Teachers participate in   

collaborative teams and 

receive professional        

development in the areas   

of curriculum, instruction, 

assessment and data      

analysis. 

Teachers have access to  

and frequently utilize      

interventions and             

enrichment for student 

learning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The school employs a    

stringent hiring protocol 

ensuring that all teachers 

are mission-aligned, and 

their qualifications match 

content areas taught.  

Teachers receive formative 

and summative evaluations 

for the purpose of            

improving instruction.  

All evaluations include the 

use of student achievement 

data in the teacher’s       

content area(s). 

Teachers actively participate 

in at least one collaborative 

team which focuses on 

identifying student          

outcomes, developing and 

using common assessments 

to drive instruction and 

work to systematically    

provide intervention or  

enrichment when needed 

for the purpose of           

increasing student     

achievement.  

Teachers are trained to 

evaluate assessment data 

and respond appropriately     

with the use of differentia-

tion, intervention and en-

richment.  

A culture of collaboration 

and peer to peer learning 

and support is clearly pre-

sent. 
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1.4 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Are all teaching positions filled with teachers who have required qualifications and credentials? 

• Has the school articulated a clear, systematic recruitment and hiring process to ensure a pool of strong candidates aligned 
 to school vision, mission, and values? 

• Do teachers receive professional development on topics relating to curriculum, instruction, assessment, data analysis, 
 etc.? 

• Do all teachers identify student outcomes, administer aligned assessments, analyze results, and respond with instruction 
 including interventions and enrichment to meet students’ needs? 

• Do teachers have common planning time? 

• Do teachers collaborate to create unit or lesson plans aligned to the school’s curriculum and pacing? 

• Do teachers collaborate to create common assessments, analyze results and respond with instruction to meet students’ 
 needs? 

• Are teachers given opportunities to observe other teacher classrooms? in other schools? 

• Do teachers lead professional development and/or workshops for their colleagues? 

• Have teachers within the school de-privatized their practice to encourage interdependence, collaboration and student 
 learning? 

• Does the leader clearly communicate faculty and school-wide goals at least annually with at least two progress reports 
 within the year? 

• Does the school provide formal evaluations of teachers with timely, specific feedback? 

• Does the school leadership clearly communicate expectations for effective instruction? Do all teacher evaluations include 
 the use of student achievement data for the teacher’s content area? 

• Do teachers receive multiple formative evaluations that identify areas of strength and improvement prior to final             
 summative evaluations? 

• Does the school leadership follow up with teachers after evaluations to see if the teacher was able to make                     
 improvements? 

• Do evaluations and related data guide professional development opportunities and teacher retention decisions? 

• Do teachers have an opportunity for self-reflection in the evaluation process? 

• Do teachers participate in the identification and/or creation of professional development opportunities? 

• Do teachers have access to job embedded professional development opportunities (e.g., collaborative teams, mentoring, 
 coaching, peer observations, book studies, sharing opportunities, etc.)? 

• Do school leaders intentionally follow up with teachers after professional development to ensure effective                      
 implementation of learned practices? 

• Does the school leader or instructional coach provide models of effective instruction for struggling teachers? 

• Is the professional development plan evaluated and revised from year to year? 
 

1.4 EVIDENCE 
 

• Hiring protocols and policies adhere to state and federal hiring requirements 

• Systematic hiring practices in place (e.g., position postings, reference checks, interview protocols, certification verification, 
 etc. 

• Complete employment files 

• Standard rubric for effective instruction 

• Teacher professional development plan 

• Teacher evaluation tool aligned to state statute and regulations, including student achievement data 

• Teacher goal setting documents, observation protocols/checklists, self-reflections, completed evaluation forms) 

• Calibration reports of rubric based observations when multiple evaluators are used 

• Teacher evaluation calendar including assignment of evaluators 

• Individual Teacher Performance Plans 
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   1.4 EVIDENCE (CONTINUED) 

 

• Professional development calendar, by topic area 

• Team norms, agenda/minutes of meetings, attendance logs for team meetings, interviews with team members,            
 documented peer observations and teacher led professional development and coaching, other observations, etc. 

• Data analysis (e.g., data worksheets, charts of student results, individual, class and school reports, agenda/minutes of data 
 meetings, student data walls, etc.) 

• Documentation of team teaching, flexible grouping, sharing students for intervention/enrichment, common planning     
 materials, common pacing guides, common assessments implemented by all team members, analysis of data, instructional 
 strategies support and sharing) 

• Book studies or other documentation that research-based literature is regularly reviewed and discussed 
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ACADEMIC INDICATOR 1:5: LAWS AND REGULATIONS 

The school ensures compliance with local, state, and federal laws and regulations regarding the academic program, including com-

pliance with the charter agreement regarding the academic program.  

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

The school makes very little 

effort to ensure compliance 

with local, state, and federal 

laws and regulations as well 

as its charter agreement.  

Staff members do not     

participate in training     

opportunities and have very 

little communication with 

regulatory agencies.  

The school makes some 

effort to ensure compliance 

with all local, state, and  

federal laws and               

regulations.  

The school also monitors 

compliance with its charter 

agreement.  

Staff members may not  

participate in training      

opportunities when       

available nor have           

consistent communication 

with regulatory agencies.  

The school has an             

articulated process and  

designated staff assigned to 

ensure compliance with all 

local, state, and federal laws 

and regulations.  

The school also ensures 

compliance with its charter 

agreement.  

Relevant staff members  

participate in training      

opportunities and maintain 

communication with       

applicable regulatory    

agencies to ensure compli-

ance and good standing.  

 

 

 

The school has an            

articulated process and  

designated staff assigned to 

ensure compliance with all 

local, state, and federal laws 

and regulations.  

If relevant, the school also 

ensures compliance with its 

charter agreement.  

Relevant staff members 

proactively seek out training 

opportunities and maintain 

regular and timely commu-

nication with applicable 

regulatory agencies to en-

sure compliance and good  

standing. 
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   1.5 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Does the school have an annual process in place to ensure curricular alignment with required standards? 

• Do the  Board of Trustees, leadership and staff all know the academic goals included in the school’s charter? 

• Does the school have a process in place to ensure compliance with state and federal special education requirements? 

• Does the school have a process in place to ensure compliance with state and federal requirements for serving English  
 Language Learners? 

• Does the school have designated personnel to oversee compliance with special education and English Language Learner 
 program requirements? 

• Is there at least an annual review of special education compliance that may include a third-party review? 

• Is there at least an annual review of an English Language Learner program compliance that may include a third-party        
 review? 

• Does the school utilize legal counsel or external agencies to monitor compliance with applicable local state, and federal 
 laws and regulations? 

• Does the school have a process to ensure teachers meet state and federal teacher qualification requirements? 

• Does school leadership proactively seek out any updates and training opportunities related to applicable laws and         
 regulations? 

• Does all relevant staff participate in training annually regarding any new laws or regulations? 

• Does school leadership ensure and document that all staff participates in required trainings? 

• Does the school have a process in place to ensure compliance with authorizer requirements? 

• Does the school have a designated authorized representative that ensures regular communication with the school’s     
 charter authorizer? 

 

   1.5 EVIDENCE 
 

• Special Education manual, compliance checklists and reports 

• English Language Learner program manual, compliance checklists, and reports 

• Written compliance review process 

• Special Education and ELL program meeting logs that reference requirements 

• Legal counsel reviews 

• Charter contract 

• Submitted amendments 

• Log of state agency memos or communication 

• Email and phone logs of communication regarding compliance with regulations 

• Agendas and attendance logs for training pertaining to relevant laws, regulations or other requirements 

• Calendar showing when all required documents and reports need to be submitted 

• Board of Trustees minutes documenting discussion of academic goals in charter or compliance discussions 

• Organization charts designating oversight responsibilities 

• Documentation of communication with the school’s charter authorizer 
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STANDARD 1: ACADEMIC AND CONTINOUS IMPROVEMENT 

SELF SCORING DOCUMENT 

For each indicator, review the performance level descriptions, key questions, and list of artifacts. Based on your analysis, determine 

your school’s performance level for the given indicator by marking: Absent, Emerging, Effective, or Exemplary. After selecting a 

performance level, provide a brief rationale for why you have identified your school as performing at the selected level. Refer to 

the performance level descriptions to guide your writing and cite sources of evidence that external reviewers may be interested in 

reviewing.  

1.1 HIGH              

EXPECTATIONS 

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 

 

1.2 CURRICULUM 

AND INSTRUCTION 

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 

 

1.3 PERFORMANCE     

MANAGEMENT 

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 
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1.4 HIGHLY          

EFFECTIVE     

TEACHERS 

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 

 

1.5 LAWS AND 

REGULATIONS 

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 
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The leaders of a quality public school are responsible stewards of the school’s mission and  

vision and of public funds and trust. The school leaders carry out their duties in a professional, 
responsible, and ethical manner at all times and use their influence and authority for the      
primary purpose of achieving student success and creating the highest quality learning         

environment. 

STANDARD 2 
 

EFFECTIVE AND ETHICAL LEADERSHIP  

Note: “School leader” can be defined by you. Maybe it’s the CEO and Directors or perhaps you’re using 

the Workbook to develop an Assistant Principal. Remember the Note on the cover of this Workbook - 

the definition of some terms are flexible. This is one of those times. 
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LEADERSHIP INDICATOR 2.1: MONITORING EFFECTIVENESS 

Leaders regularly monitor and evaluate the success of the school’s program and hold themselves accountable for results.  

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

The leader does not monitor 

any assessment results nor 

discusses the success of the 

academic program with any 

stakeholder.  

The leader ensures that 

students participate in    

academic assessments and 

reviews overall school as-

sessment results.  

The leader works with staff 

to align state standards, 

school curriculum, instruc-

tion and assessment and 

regularly monitors progress 

by analyzing valid assess-

ment data for improvement 

planning. to  

make ad 

 

jt outcomes. The school 

staff and students hold 

themselves accountable for 

student learning. 

The leader works collabora-

tively with staff to ensure 

that formative and summa-

tive assessments are aligned 

with the curriculum and 

instruction.  

The leader holds oneself 

accountable by frequently 

monitoring results for con-

tinuous improvement and 

creates specific interven-

tions for struggling pro-

grams or eliminates nonpro-

ductive programs.  
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2.1 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• How does the school leader use multiple objective metrics to determine school success (i.e. assessment results,           
 graduation rates, student retention rates, parent/student surveys, etc.)? 

• How do students participate in formal assessments multiple times a year? 

• How does the school leader ensure that there is an alignment between what is taught and what is assessed? 

• How does the school leader have access to school, classroom, and student level assessment results? 

• How does the school leader have access to assessment results broken down by standard? 

• How does the school leader review assessment results with staff at least quarterly? 

• How are intervention programs documented, evaluated, and the evaluation supported by data? 

• How does the school leader ensure there is an annual of curriculum materials? 
    

   2.1 EVIDENCE 
 

• Quarterly benchmark assessments 

• Weekly formative assessments of student progress 

• Summary graphs and charts displaying results of student assessments – quarterly and annually 

• Agenda and minutes of meetings between teachers and leaders that demonstrate discussion around student academic 
 achievement 

• Documentation of intervention programs with separate analysis of intervention effectiveness 

• School leader reports to the Board of Trustees on school’s outcomes 
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LEADERSHIP INDICATOR 2.2: PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

Leaders engage in regular professional development and reflective practice. 

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

The school leader takes no 

action to reflect on practices 

and does not participate in 

any professional              

development opportunities.  

The leader occasionally 

attends a relevant            

conference/training event 

and reviews professional 

literature and occasionally 

reflects on practices. 

The leader regularly seeks 

out and attends professional 

development opportunities 

in response to identified 

areas of need and reviews 

current professional         

literature and integrates 

information.  

Additionally, the leader has 

a formal method for re-

flecting on practices and 

utilizes it. 

 to make ad 

 

jt outcomes. The school 

staff and students hold 

themselves accountable for 

student learning. 

The leader continually seeks 

out and attends relevant 

professional development 

opportunities that align with 

the school's vision and   

mission and identified 

needs.  

The leader reviews current 

professional literature and 

timely integrates infor-

mation.   

Additionally, the leader has 

a formal method for       

reflecting on practices and 

regularly utilizes it, shares 

reflections with others, and 

uses reflection to bring 

about improvement.  
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2.2 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Does the school leader have a written professional development plan? 

• Is the school leader aware of the professional development opportunities from a variety of sources? 

• Has the school leader attended a conference or participated in topic specific training regularly and recently? 

• Does the school leader regularly read journals, newspapers, blogs, etc. related to education? 

• How aware is the school leader of and has he/she read recently published academic reports and articles from credible 
 sources? 

• Has the school leader completed a formal self-reflection on strengths and weaknesses based on multiple sources of data 
 (student achievement data, teacher/parent surveys, established leader rubrics, etc.)? 

• How does the school leader informally conduct reflective practices? 

• How are the professional development opportunities pursued aligned with the school’s mission and vision? 

• How does the school leader implement concepts/practices after the professional development? 
 

   2.2 EVIDENCE 
 

• A yearly professional development plan for the school leader 

• Leader’s professional development summary 

• Certificates of completion from relevant trainings 

• Completed self-reflection form that identifies strengths and weaknesses 

• Subscription to academic professional journals 

• Budget line item for professional development for administration 

• Documented changes in programs with a link to research 
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LEADERSHIP INDICATOR 2.3: AVOIDING CONFLICTS OF INTEREST  

The school leader abstains from any decision involving a potential or actual conflict of interest. 

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

The leader is oblivious to 

any conflicts of interests, 

makes no attempt to avoid 

any future conflicts of     

interest, and/or participates 

in decisions despite a 

known conflict of Interest. 

The leader does not        

participate in a decision 

when someone else points 

out a potential conflict of 

interest.  

The leader identifies all  

potential conflicts of       

interest and recuses oneself 

when appropriate. 

 to  

 

make a 

d 

 

 

r student learning. 

The leader actively avoids 

creating a conflict of inter-

est. When necessary, the 

leader makes a conflict of 

interest known at the begin-

ning of a potential situation 

and recuses oneself when 

appropriate. 
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2.3 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Does the Board of Trustees have a conflict of interest statement? 

• Does the school leader avoid being involved in any decision that could lead to a possible financial gain? 

• Does the school leader disclose all affiliation with potentially interested members of the Board of Trustees? 

• Does the Board of Trustees conduct a review of the leader’s performance? 

• Has the school leader and Board of Trustees consulted with legal counsel to help identify any potential conflicts of        
 interest? 

 

   2.3 EVIDENCE 

 

• Conflict of Interest Statement in effect 

• Board of Trustees manual of policies 

• Staff Handbook 

• Board of Trustees meeting minutes that indicate the leader recusing him/herself because of a potential conflict 

• Organizational chart that documents no conflicts of interest 

• Audit report shows no findings with regard to conflict of interest 
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LEADERSHIP INDICATOR 2.4: INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP 

Leaders make decisions with the goal of optimizing successful teaching and learning experiences. 

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

The leader makes no refer-

ence to optimizing teaching 

and learning experiences 

when making decisions. 

 

The leader has codified a 

plan to unite ongoing lead-

ership to the school’s in-

structional improvement. 

The leader has codified a 

plan to unite both ongoing 

leadership and strategic 

planning to the school’s 

instructional improvement 

that includes ample teach-

ing and learning time, and 

sufficient resources and 

support for teaching staff. 

The plan is reviewed and 

revised as needed to meet 

changing conditions and 

maintain alignment with the 

school’s vision, mission, and 

values.r student 

 

t learning. 

The leader has a codified 

plan to unite both ongoing 

leadership and strategic 

planning to the school’s 

instructional improvement 

that optimizes the time and 

resources dedicated to 

teaching and learning. The 

plan is frequently reviewed 

and revised as needed to 

meet changing conditions. 

Changes are made only in 

relation to the school’s vi-

sion, mission and values, 

and are vetted and ap-

proved by the community 

and finalized by the Board 

of Trustees. 
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   2.4 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Has the school leader provided ample daily instructional time to support student learning? 

• Has the school leader provided ample teacher planning, collaboration, and reflection time? 

• Are teachers given access to sufficient instructional resources? 

• How does the leader regularly evaluate the effectiveness of teaching staff? 

• Has the school leader worked to maximize the amount of financial resources dedicated to supporting teaching and          
 learning? 

• How does the school leader ensure that teacher salaries and benefits are competitive enough to attract high quality    
 teachers? 

• How does the school leader take into consideration teacher strengths when making grade level and course teaching         
 assignments? 

• Has the school leader established a code of conduct implemented consistently throughout the school that supports        
 successful teaching and learning? 

• Has the school leader developed a written plan for instructional improvement that includes coaching and mentoring        
 opportunities? 

• Has the school leader actively gathered input from all staff before making key decisions that effective teaching and      
 learning? 

 

   2.4 EVIDENCE 
 

• Daily and weekly school schedule 

• Instructional resources available for teachers 

• Teacher evaluation forms 

• School budget 

• Record of teacher teaching assignments 

• Record of internal and external professional learning opportunities 

• Continuous improvement plan for school-wide instruction 

• Teacher/leader planning meeting minutes that show active discussion about key decisions 
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LEADERSHIP INDICATOR 2.5: COMPLIANCE  

Leader maintains awareness of and complies with local, state, and federal laws and regulations, including those pertaining to Spe-

cial Education. 

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

The leader is not aware of 

applicable laws and         

regulations and has no plan 

in place to review school 

compliance . 

 

The leader is aware of all 

legal and regulatory issues 

but may not be in full    

compliance.  

The leader is aware of and 

complies with all applicable 

laws and regulations.  

The leader actively monitors 

changes to all applicable 

laws and regulations and 

ensures compliance within 

the school by receiving 

training to understand the 

school’s responsibility in 

order to adjust or modify 

procedures and processes in 

response. 

r student 

 

 

t learning. 

The leader is aware of and 

complies with all applicable 

laws and regulations.  

The leader actively monitors 

changes to all applicable 

laws and regulations.  

The leader actively partici-

pates in advocacy related to 

laws and regulations that 

impact his or her school.  

The leader also collaborates 

with staff, vendors, and oth-

er stakeholders to monitor 

compliance.  
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2.5 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Does the school leader have state and federal compliance documents and materials? 

• Does the school leader have a calendar or timeline of key compliance requirements for state and federal reporting? 

• Are staff members in place to collect, organize and report to the state or federal agencies data that are required for      
 compliance? 

• Has the school received any audit or compliance findings from the state or federal departments with regard to reporting 
 and record keeping? 

• How does the school leader monitoring changes to laws and regulations? 

• How does the leader monitor compliance with state and federal laws? 

• Does the school leader attend trainings or meetings that provide updates regarding changes to laws and regulations? 

• Does the leader have a process for addressing issues identified, either internally or externally, within the school regarding 
 non-compliance? 

• Does the school leader implement changes to procedures or processes based on changes to laws and regulations as a      
 result of training? 

• Does the leader participate in advocacy, either organized or individually, with the state legislature? 

• Does the leader collaborate with key staff, vendors or stakeholder to ensure compliance? 
 

   2.5 EVIDENCE 
 

• Copies of compliance documents, i.e., AFR, PDE Guidance and Regulations, IDEA, 504, Title (all), etc. 

• Calendar/timeline indicating deadlines 

• Staff members hired with demonstrated knowledge or expertise needed to comply with requirements 

• Audit/compliance documents and/or results 

• Internal procedure manuals to guide staff in their work 

• Internal audit processes and procedures in place 

• Training certificates 

• Demonstrated changes in processes or procedures based on updated regulations or statute 

• Staff or vendor meeting agendas or documentation 

• Participation in PCPCS meetings/calls or individual advocacy at the state or federal level 
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LEADERSHIP INDICATOR 2.6: DIVERSITY  

Leaders implement practices that are inclusive to diverse learners. 

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

The leader lacks a plan to 

address diversity among 

students’ learning needs. 

The leader respects diversity 

but has not created a sys-

tem in which all students 

learning needs are met. 

Teachers are not aware of 

or trained in the use of in-

terventions and enrich-

ments nor are they trained 

to differentiate instruction. 

The leader ensures the 

school has policies in place 

which respect the diversity 

of students’ learning needs. 

Teachers receive training in 

differentiated instruction 

and the use of intervention 

and enrichment.  

The leader works with staff 

to identify students’ needs 

based on data and has de-

veloped effective interven-

tions and enrichment for 

students with diverse learn-

ing styles and needs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The leader monitors that 

school policies regarding 

diversity of students learn-

ing needs are implemented 

by all staff members.  

The leader works with staff 

to establish systematic re-

sponses to student needs 

based on a pyramid of inter-

vention and enrichment to 

meet both academic and 

social needs.  

The leader monitors the 

implementation of interven-

tions as well as the use of 

differentiation.  

The leader models behav-

iors with teachers and staff 

which create the rigorous 

environment necessary for 

all students to learn and 

achieve.  
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2.6 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Does the school’s mission address the student achievement and learning of all learners/students? 

• How does the school leader demonstrate that he/she respects diversity of their students and staff? 

• Does the school have policies in place which respect the diversity of student learning styles and needs? 

• Does the school have a system in place to ensure that the learning needs of all students are met? 

• How does the school utilize research-based interventions and enrichments to respond to student need? 

• Does the school have access to student achievement data that can be used to inform instructional decisions with regard to 
 intervention and enrichment? 

• Is there evidence that instructional decisions are made based on data? 

• Do teachers receive training on diversity, differentiation of instruction, data analysis, utilization of intervention and       
 enrichment, etc.? 

• How do educators use multiple learning and teaching approaches to support the learning of all students? 

• How does the school leader monitor that policies are implemented by all staff members? 

• Has the school developed a systematic response to student learning through a pyramid of interventions? 

• Does the school have interventions for both academic and social needs of their students? 

• How does the leader monitor the implementation of differentiation and intervention? 

• How does the leader model behaviors which create the environment necessary for all students to learn and achieve? 

• Are students’ academic and personal development guided by an adult advocate? 

• Does the leader collaborate with key staff, vendors or stakeholder to ensure compliance? 
 

   2.6 EVIDENCE 
 

• School mission that addresses learning or achievement of all students 

• School policies that address instructional methods and models that respect diversity of learning and addresses            
 differentiation of instruction 

• System of instructional school leader and assessment exists that support all students’ learning 

• Research based interventions and enrichments are available for teachers to utilize 

• Teachers have access to student achievement data throughout the year to differentiate instruction and plan intervention 
 and enrichment 

• Students have learning goals established or individualized plans for instruction based on achievement data (school, LEA or 
 state level assessments) 

• Professional development calendars and agenda 

• A systematic response to student needs is available that outlines the specific interventions and enrichments available for 
 teachers to use with students 

• Evidence of monitoring of differentiation, intervention and enrichment, i.e., formal classroom observations, informal class
 room visits, collection of lesson plans, conversations with students and teachers, etc. 

• Evidence of modeling behaviors i.e., staff meeting agendas, newsletters or communication with students, parents and 
 staff, observation of leader, survey data from staff and students 
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LEADERSHIP INDICATOR 2.7: SELF-REFLECTION 

Leaders engage actively in reflective self-assessment and school-wide assessment to identify areas in need of improve-

ment.  Leader practices collaboration and distributive leadership. Once identified, leaders take the appropriate action to improve 

the identified needs  

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

The leader does not        

implement reflective self- 

assessment at any level and 

does not expect others to 

do either (individual or 

school).  

The leader engages in re-

flective self- assessment 

and/or school-wide assess-

ment, but does not take the 

time to translate these re-

sults into improvement.  

The leader may or may not 

expect others to engage in 

reflective self-assessment 

either.  

The leader does not use 

collaborative or distributive 

leadership methods. 

The leader engages in     

reflective self- assessment 

and school- wide              

assessment and expects 

others to engage in           

reflective self- assessment 

as well.  

The leader and staff identify 

areas of improvement and 

develop a plan to address 

the identified needs and 

implement the planned im-

provements.  

The leader provides some 

opportunities for collabora-

tion and distributive leader-

ship.  

Rnin 

g. 

 

The leader regularly and 

reflectively assesses his or 

her own success as a school 

leader and actively solicits 

feedback from other mem-

bers of the school communi-

ty.  

The leader engages with all 

members of the school 

community to identify areas 

in need of improvement.  

The leader is responsive to 

these assessments and 

moves to meet the identi-

fied needs based on a clear-

ly articulated improvement 

plan.  

The leader regularly uses 

collaboration and distribu-

tive leadership; it is s/he’s 

“go to approach”. 
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2.7 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Does the leader engage in reflective self-assessment? 

• Does the leader facilitate reflective school-wide assessment? 

• Is this reflective self-assessment ongoing or based on isolated events and/or timeframes? 

• Is this school-wide assessment ongoing or based on isolated events and/or timeframes? 

• How does the leader include teachers, staff or other members of the school community in the self- assessment or school-
 wide assessment process? 

• How does the leader solicit feedback from others regarding his/her performance? 

• Is the leader responsive to feedback and data gathered from self-assessments or school-wide assessments? 

• Does the leader expect others in the school to engage in reflective self-assessment? 

• How does the leader translate results from these assessments into clearly articulated plans (individual and/or school-
 wide)? 

• Does the leader collaboratively develop plans to address identified needs? 

• Does the leader use distributive leadership methods to share the leadership responsibility and allow others opportunities 
 for growth? 

• Does the leader engage others in the implementation of the planned improvements? 
 

   2.7 EVIDENCE 
 

• Self-assessment results i.e., formal documents, reflective journal entries, etc. 

• School-wide assessment results i.e., needs improvement assessments, surveys, etc. 

• Dated documents or timelines provided that indicated when self-assessments or school-wide assessments were            
 administered 

• Newsletters, correspondence with stakeholders, staff meeting agendas, etc. indicating the involvement of others in the 
 self-assessment process and solicitation of feedback 

• Policies or procedures documentation to faculty/staff indicating the leader’s expectations for self-assessment and         
 participation in school-wide assessment 

• School and/or parent satisfaction surveys and analysis of results 

• Professional growth/improvement plan for leader 

• A school-wide continuous  improvement plan has been developed 

• Evidence that the school-wide plan was developed collaboratively i.e., multiple authors on the document/materials, staff 
 and teachers can communicate the plan and how they helped to develop it, etc. 

• Evidence of implementation of the plan (individual or school-wide) 
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STANDARD 2: EFFECTIVE AND ETHICAL LEADERSHIP 

SELF SCORING DOCUMENT 

For each indicator, review the performance level descriptions, key questions, and list of artifacts. Based on your analysis, determine 

your school’s performance level for the given indicator by marking: Absent, Emerging, Effective, or Exemplary. After selecting a 

performance level, provide a brief rationale for why you have identified your school as performing at the selected level. Refer to 

the performance level descriptions to guide your writing and cite sources of evidence that external reviewers may be interested in 

reviewing.  

2.1 MONITORING 

EFFECTIVENESS 

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 

 

2.2 PROFESSIONAL 

DEVELOPMENT 

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 

 

2.3 AVOIDING 

CONFLICTS OF     

INTEREST 

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 
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2.4 INSTRUCTIONAL 

LEADERSHIP 

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 

 

2.5 COMPLIANCE Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 

 

2.6 DIVERSITY Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 

 

2.7 SELF-

REFLECTION 

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 
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A quality school cultivates effective relationships with and among its stakeholders including   

effective communication, openness, and actively seeking opportunities to collaborate insuring 
shared accountability for student achievement and positive, productive community relations.  

STANDARD 3 
 

CULTURE, COMMUNITY, AND RELATIONSHIP BUILDING 
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COMMUNITY INDICATOR 3.1: SCHOOL SUPPORT 

The Board of Trustees promotes and supports the school in the community.  

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

The Board of Trustees lacks 

a plan to promote and    

support the school in the 

community.  

The Board of Trustees has 

made limited attempts to 

promote or support the 

school in the community  

but lacks a consistent plan 

that communicates the  

expectations for Governing 

members to behave in     

this manner.  

Governing members do not 

have a way to communicate 

their activities.  

The Board of Trustees has   

a strategic plan that       

communicates expectations 

for Governing members 

regarding the promotion 

and support of the school in 

the community.  

Governing members regu-

larly engage in activities in 

promoting their school.  

The strategic plan is re-

viewed and updated annual-

ly through discussions that 

occur during Board of Trus-

tees meetings.   

Rnin 

g. 

 

 

 

The Board of Trustees has a 

strategic plan that com-

municates the expectations 

and appropriate activities 

for Governing members 

regarding the promotion 

and support of the school in 

the community.  

Governing members have 

opportunities to communi-

cate and monitor their activ-

ities in promoting their 

school during meetings.  

The strategic plan is re-

viewed and updated, at 

least, annually to determine 

progress, areas of improve-

ment and possible modifica-

tions.  These discussions 

occur during Board of Trus-

tees meetings. 
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3.1 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Does the Board of Trustees have a strategic plan that addresses the promotion or support of the school in the community? 

• Is there an annual review of the strategic plan to determine the progress of the plan and make revisions if necessary? 

• Are Board of Trustees members aware of the expectation that they promote and support their school in the community? 

• Do Board members understand the ways they can promote and support their school in the community? 

• Are there opportunities for Board members to communicate their promoting/supporting activities to the Board and the 
 public during public meetings? 

• Does the agenda template for Board of Trustees meetings allow for Board member updates? 
 
 

   3.1 EVIDENCE 

 

• Copy of the strategic plan that addresses the expectations of Governing members in supporting their school 

• Evidence of promotional and support activities, i.e., letters, fliers, agendas from community forums or programs 

• Board of Trustees agendas that provides time for members to communicate their promotional and supporting activities 

• Board of Trustees minutes from meetings, specifically minutes from annual review of the strategic plan 

• Identification of appropriate activities for Governing members to participate 
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COMMUNITY INDICATOR 3.2: COMMUNICATING MISSION AND VISION  

Leaders effectively communicate and engage stakeholders in the mission, vision, and values of the school, ensuring understanding 

and buy-in by the stakeholders. 

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

Stakeholders have little or 

no knowledge of the 

school’s mission, vision and 

values. 

The leader lacks a           

communication plan    

which results in inconsistent 

engagement and             

communication with stake-

holders. 

Stakeholders are unclear of 

the school’s mission, vision 

and values. 

The leader has created a 

communication plan that 

provides varied                

opportunities to share the 

school’s mission, vision and 

values.  

The leader implements the 

plan to deepen the stake-

holders’ understanding of 

the school’s mission, vision 

and values.   

Rnin 

 

g. 

 

 

 

The leader has created a 

communication plan 

through collaboration with 

stakeholders that provides 

varied methods and oppor-

tunities to share the 

school’s mission, vision and 

values.  

The leader implements the 

plan and evaluates the 

effectiveness of the commu-

nication plan by determin-

ing which methods are most 

effective in reaching stake-

holders as well as measur-

ing the stakeholders’ under-

standing of the school’s 

mission, vision and values.  
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3.2 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Does the leader have a plan to communicate the school’s mission, vision and values? 

• Was this plan developed in collaboration with stakeholders? 

• Does this plan identify various methods and opportunities to communicate this information? 

• Is there evidence that the leader is implementing the communication plan? 

• Does the leader evaluate the effectiveness of the methods that are being used and the opportunities that are identified? 

• Is there evidence that stakeholders understand the school’s vision, mission and values? 

• Does the school appear to operate with a unity of purpose? 

• How does the school engage families and stakeholders in the education of their children? 

• How does the school encourage, support, and facilitate family/community participation? Whose responsibility is it to      
 engage parents and stakeholders? 

 

 3.2 EVIDENCE 
 

• A communication plan for the school’s mission, vision and values 

• Various communication methods, i.e., direct mailings, handouts, print ads, etc. are identified in the plan and used by the 
 leader 

• The leader implements a variety of opportunities for stakeholder engagement -Back to School events, parent/guardian 
 meetings, hosted meetings with school leaders 

• Evaluation of the effectiveness of the methods that are being used (survey results, focus groups/discussions) and if results 
 indicate stakeholders understand school mission, vision, and values 

• Documentation of consistency of practice by teachers and other adults in the school 

• Documentation ofp arent involvement, i.e., newsletters, flyers, website etc. 

• Policies that foster the participation of parents and community members in all aspects of the learning environment 

• Welcoming environment for families and community members 

• Documentation of strong school-parent collaboration i.e., parent teacher conferences, email, minutes of meetings with 
 parents and the leader
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COMMUNITY INDICATOR 3.3: SCHOOL CULTURE  

The school generates and sustains a school culture reflective of the charter’s mission and vision that is conducive to the learning 

and growth of students, staff, faculty, and stakeholders. 

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

There is no evidence or  

artifacts to support a school 

culture conducive to     

learning.  

The culture of the school 

does not fully reflect the 

charter’s mission and vision. 

 The school is beginning to 

develop ownership by all 

staff for high expectations 

for students and adults that 

includes learning and a   

focus on growth.  

The culture of the school 

clearly reflects the charter’s 

mission and vision; it      

establishes high                 

expectations for learning  

for students and adults.    

The school’s culture is    

designed around a continu-

ous quality improvement 

model that honors learning 

growth and change        

overtime and is  regularly 

monitored by school leaders 

and stakeholders. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The culture of the school 

clearly reflects the charter’s 

mission and vision; it estab-

lishes high expectations for 

learning for students and 

adults that is purposeful and 

active; the school is orga-

nized into a collaborative 

learning environment to 

address student and profes-

sional learning.  

The school’s culture is de-

signed around a continuous 

quality improvement model 

that honors learning growth 

and change overtime and is 

monitored and celebrated 

regularly by stakeholders to 

ensure that it continues to 

positively impact student 

and adults. 
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3.3 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• What expectations are communicated to students, teachers and the community about the learning environment of the 
 school?   

• Are all students and teachers expected to meet high standards? 

• Are students and teachers actively engaged in learning opportunities that are purposeful? 

• What structures in place that foster or facilitate collaboration among teachers? 

• How do teachers engage in professional learning? 

• Are teachers expected to create products and outcomes based on their collaboration? 

• How does the school utilize the continuous improvement model? 

• How does the leader monitor the implementation of the continuous improvement plan? 

• What data is used to track and report the accomplishment of the school’s goals? 

• How does the leader use historical data to make adjustments to the school’s continuous improvement plan? 

• What types of traditions or celebrations does the staff engage in when goals are met? 

• How does the leader communicate with stakeholder the results of the improvement process, the data monitoring and 
 outcomes? 
  

3.3 EVIDENCE 
 

• Announcements, posters, school motto, celebrations for academic achievements emphasize high expectations 

• Memos, minutes from staff meetings, teacher handbook, coaching and support, etc. 

• Classroom walk through observations, samples of student work from grade level or content areas indicate consistency of 
 practice 

• Documentation of essential learning outcomes by team, creation of common assessments to monitor progress,             
 implementation of intervention and enrichment based on data 

• Rigorous curriculum units that emphasize deep understanding of important concepts and the development of essential 
 skills 

• Use of interdisciplinary approaches to reinforce concepts 

• Flexible groupings of students for intervention and enrichment with the most effective teachers for that skill 

• Master schedule that provides time for instructional team members to work together to support student achievement 

• Designated time for teacher collaboration- formalized by the leader 

• Use of a formal continuous improvement model to support student achievement with aligned curriculum, instruction and 
 assessment 

• Evidence of data analysis and reporting to stakeholders, i.e., data walls, reports, memos, minutes from data team 
 meetings, etc. 

• Survey data from teachers, students, parents and the community regarding school culture
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COMMUNITY INDICATOR 3.4: COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS  

The school actively fosters collaboration with and solicits knowledge and skills from community entities and stakeholders to       

support student learning and achievement. 

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

There is no evidence or  

artifacts to support         

collaboration with          

community entities and 

stakeholders . 

The school leader has    

identified community   

members and stakeholders 

that he/she needs to begin 

communicating.  

The leader understands the 

importance of community 

involvement but has yet to 

actively engage community 

members and stakeholders .  

The school leader regularly 

communicates with           

community members and 

stakeholders.   

The school has begun to 

develop policies that en-

courage the community to 

support student achieve-

ment through donations of 

resources, and/or time, 

and/or expertise, but not 

all.  

The community is welcome 

at the school, but no specific 

purpose has been estab-

lished. 

 

 

 

The school leader actively 

communicates with          

community members and 

stakeholders to garner   

support for the school’s 

mission and vision.  

The school has policies that  

encourage the community 

to support student             

achievement through         

donations of resources, 

time, and expertise.      

Community members are 

welcome and invited to  

support student learning   

by creating opportunities 

for students to apply their 

learning in practical ways. 
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3.4 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Does the leader have an established list of community members and stakeholders with whom regular communication is 
 maintained? 

• Does the leader monitor the frequency and quality of the communication with community members and stakeholders?  

• How does the school engage the community in the education of children? 

• Does the school leader engage community members using established organizations, i.e., Rotary, etc.? 

• How are community members and businesses included as partners with the school? 

• Does the school encourage, support, and facilitate community participation? 

• How are new community members and businesses engaged in the life of the school? 

• Whose responsibility is it to engage the community? 

• How is the community used as a classroom to increase the rigor of student learning? 

• How effective is the leader in gathering resources and support from the community? 

• What types of opportunities are available for students to learn from community members either at school or in the field? 
  

3.4 EVIDENCE 
 

• Community contacts list 

• Calendar of communications/tracking system 

• Journal/notes of conversations and outcomes 

• Policies that foster the participation of community members in all aspects of the learning environment 

• Evidence of a welcoming environment for community members memos and/or minutes of meetings where community 
 involvement has been addressed 

• Evidence of all staff working to develop community partnerships, i.e., project-based learning experiences created by 
 teachers, mailings and letters from school staff, etc. 

• Evidence of resources and/or support received from the community, i.e., tax credits, donations, sponsorships of          
 equipment or events, etc. 

• Internship programs available for students within the community 

• Learning opportunities that are done “in the field”, i.e., field trips, site visits of community locations, businesses, etc. 

• Attendance and participation in community organizations, i.e., Rotary, Boys and Girls Clubs, etc. 
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COMMUNITY INDICATOR 3.5: COMMUNICATING SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT RESULTS  

The school communicates the expectations for student learning and goals for improvement to all stakeholders in the spirit of open 

communication and transparency.  

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

There is no evidence or arti-

facts to support the school’s 

effective and transparent 

communication with stake-

holders.  

The school leader has    

identified the need to    

communicate the schools’ 

expectations for student 

achievement as well as their 

school improvement goals 

but lacks the system or    

procedures by which to 

communicate these to 

stakeholders.  

The school leader and 

teachers share both the 

expectations for student 

learning as well as the goals 

for school improvement to 

all stakeholders.  

The school has access to 

various levels of data re-

lating to school improve-

ment and student achieve-

ment from the individual 

student to the school as a 

whole; these data are 

shared at the appropriate 

levels with stakeholders to 

ensure transparency and             

communication. 

 

 

 

 

The school leader and 

teachers regularly share 

both the expectations for 

student learning as well as 

the goals for school im-

provement to all stakehold-

ers.  

The school has access to 

and systems to monitor 

various levels of data re-

lating to school improve-

ment and student achieve-

ment from the individual 

student to the school as a 

whole; these data are 

shared at the appropriate 

levels with stakeholders and 

a system is in place to re-

ceive feedback from stake-

holders regarding the out-

comes and goals. 
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3.5 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• How does the school communicate expectations to students, teachers, parents and the community about student learning 
 and school improvement goals? 

• How frequently is this information shared with stakeholders? 

• What data is used to track and report the accomplishment of the school’s goals? 

• How is disaggregated data communicated and used to focus school improvement efforts? 

• How does the leader use historical data to make adjustments to the school’s continuous improvement plan? 

• How are adjustments communicated to all stakeholders? 

• What types of traditions or celebrations does the staff, school or community engage in when goals are met? 

• How does the leader communicate with stakeholders the results of the improvement process, the data monitoring and 
 outcomes? 

• Is there evidence that stakeholders understand the school’s goals and expectations of student learning? 

• What types of student achievement data are shared with students and parents? 

• What systems are in place to share student’s achievement and growth scores with students, teachers and parents? 

• Do students participate in setting academic goals and tracking their progress? 
 
  

3.5 EVIDENCE 

 
• Evidence of communication about student learning and school improvement goals- both ongoing and related to specific 
 changes to plans, i.e., letters, programs, fliers, newsletters, websites, meeting minutes, etc. 

• Evidence of data analysis and monitoring for student and school achievements, i.e., data notebooks, reports, meeting 
 minutes, etc. 

• Evidence of adjustments to school plans, as needed based on data 

• Survey results/needs assessment data regarding the school plans 

• Evidence that teachers share student achievement data with students and parents, i.e., enabling online reporting of 
 grades and/or test scores, teacher notices, newsletters, access to formative and summative results, student-lead parent/
 teacher conferences, etc.  

• Student journals, data charts or portfolios establishing goals and tracking progress 
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STANDARD 3: CULTURE, COMMUNITY AND RELATIONSHIP BUILDING 

 
SELF SCORING DOCUMENT 

For each indicator, review the performance level descriptions, key questions, and list of artifacts. Based on your analysis, determine 

your school’s performance level for the given indicator by marking: Absent, Emerging, Effective, or Exemplary. After selecting a 

performance level, provide a brief rationale for why you have identified your school as performing at the selected level. Refer to 

the performance level descriptions to guide your writing and cite sources of evidence that external reviewers may be interested in 

3.1 SCHOOL      

SUPPORT 

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 

 

3.2 COMMUNICATING 

MISSION AND VISION 
Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 

 

3.3 SCHOOL     

CULTURE 

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 
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3.4 COMMUNITY 

AND PARTNERSHIPS 

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 

 

3.5 COMMUNICATING 

RESULTS 

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 
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A quality school conducts operations that are aligned with a mission driven culture, are compliant 

with legal and regulatory mandates, effectively manages risk through effective management of 
the physical plant, student discipline, and safety protocols, employs effective support services, 

supports employees according to best practices and mandates,  engages and communicates with 
stakeholders, and manages data and technology.  

STANDARD 4 
 

OPERATIONS 
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OPERATIONS INDICATOR 4.1: LAWS & REGULATIONS 

The school maintains access to legal counsel and ensures compliance with charter agreement requirements as well as all federal, 

state, and local laws, regulations, standards and mandates related to charter schools and non-profit organizations.  

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

The school has no process in 

place to monitor charter 

and public school legislation 

and policy. 

The school employs discrete 

actions in reaction to notice 

by authorizers or other third

-party informants related to 

compliance matters. 

The charter fails to employ 

action to remain in         

compliance. 

The school is cited for     

multiple legal and            

regulatory compliance    

deficiencies by authorizers 

or other agencies. 

The school irregularly uses 

legal expertise and only 

when pending legal action is 

imminent and rarely to  

never for policy                

development. 

The school periodically 

monitors charter and public 

school legislation and policy. 

The school employs discrete 

actions to periodically     

address applicable changes 

to policy and practice to 

remain compliant. 

The school is cited for   

some legal and regulatory 

compliance deficiencies by 

authorizers or other agen-

cies. 

The school utilizes legal  

expertise periodically to 

determine actual risk or    

for advice on potential   

legal exposure. The school 

may use them intermittently 

related to policy               

development. 

The school regularly      

monitors charter and public 

school legislation and policy. 

The school employs a     

system to regularly address 

applicable changes to policy 

and practice to remain com-

pliant. 

The school is fully compliant 

with legal and regulatory 

compliance deficiencies. 

The school regularly utilizes 

legal expertise to determine 

actual risk associated with 

decision-making and to  

ensure policies are both 

legally compliant and      

enforceable. 

 

 

 

 

 

The school is actively      

engaged in ongoing         

monitoring and advocacy 

related to charter and        

public school legislation  

and policy. 

The school employs a       

developed system that is 

consistently used to address 

applicable changes to policy 

and practice to remain  

compliant. 

The school is fully compliant 

with legal and regulatory 

mandates and takes           

proactive steps to avoid 

deficiencies in the future. 

The school frequently       

utilizes legal expertise to 

project potential and actual 

risks associated with       

decision- making and to 

ensure policies are both 

legally compliant and      

enforceable. 
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4.1 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Do the Board and leader at least annually review the charter agreement? 

• Does the school meet the annual goals and objectives written in its charter? 

• Does the charter provide authorizers with required reports in a timely and accurate manner? 

• Does the school periodically review changes to mandates and revise policies and practices to remain compliant? 

• Has the school been warned or sanctioned by the authorizer for delinquent and / or inaccurate reporting? 

• Is independent legal counsel retained? 

• Does legal counsel review policies before adopted? 

• Is legal counsel invited to Board meetings when significant decisions are made that may have legal implications? 
 
  

   4.1 EVIDENCE 
 

• Board minutes documenting review of goals and objectives and key charter components 

• The school or organization publicly distributes/posts academic and financial ratings as required 

• Documented reports to authorizers or other regulatory agencies 

• Board minutes documenting updates on legislative session or other changes to mandates or comparable documentation 

• Policies and standard operating procedures related to federal and state mandates 

• Records related to health inspections for the nutrition program 

• Records related to inspections for the charter’s transportation program (if charter owns/operates vehicles for staff use 
 and/or student transport) 

• Documented reports to authorizers or other regulatory agencies 

• Documented Board approval of retention of school solicitor 

• Budget line item for legal fees 

• Documented policy adoption policy and procedures, including attorney review 

• Documented participation by an attorney in Board meetings 
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OPERATIONS INDICATOR 4.2: RISK MANAGEMENT  

The school develops, implements, and enforces policies that reduce hazards and risks to the school. 

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

The school carries            

inadequate levels of        

insurance in major areas of 

risk.  

Does not employ any rele-

vant factors in vendor or 

contractor selection. Does 

not maintain documenta-

tion. 

The school does not employ 

criminal background checks 

or financial checks.  

The school does not provide 

a bond for employees. 

The school provides little to 

no training. Training is out 

of date with best practices 

or compliance. Documenta-

tion is not retained. 

The school lacks established 

crisis management leader-

plans or elements. Re-

sources and budgets to sup-

port crisis situations are not 

identified or adequate. Cri-

sis drills are not practiced 

regularly. 

The school does not      

maintain a policy manual.  

Decisions are made on an 

ad-hoc basis. 

The school carries adequate 

levels of coverage in most 

major areas of risk. 

Employs some factors in 

vendor and contractor    

selection. Maintains some 

documentation. 

The school employs criminal 

background checks but may 

not employ financial checks. 

The school lacks a system or 

decision making to evaluate 

findings.  

The school provides limited 

to no bonding for employ-

ees and board members. 

The school provides some 

training implemented peri-

odically or irregularly.  

Training is rarely modified 

for improvements. Docu-

mentation is inconsistent. 

The school has elements    

of a crisis school leaderplan  

with some resources to  

support the plan. The plans 

are irregularly reviewed  

and modified. Crisis drills 

are practiced periodically. 

The policy manual contains 

most key policies. Policy 

manual is periodically re-

viewed and updated. 

Some decisions are made  

on an ad-hoc basis. 

 

The school carries adequate 

levels of coverage in a    

variety of areas of risk and 

regularly employs a system 

for contractor and vendor 

review, selection, and     

documentation. 

The school employs criminal 

background checks and  

financial checks. The school 

utilizes decisions to evaluate 

findings.  

The school provides a bond 

for key employees and 

board members. 

The school maintains a   

system for training that is 

regularly implemented and 

modified periodically for 

improvements. Training is 

documented. 

The school has a codified 

crisis school leaderplan with 

aligned resources and budg-

ets to respond. Plans are 

periodically reviewed and 

modified. Crisis drills are 

practiced regularly and doc-

umented. 

Policy manual is              

comprehensive, regularly 

reviewed, and published.  

Decisions are made based 

on policy. 

 

 

 

 

 

The school carries exten-

sive levels of coverage in a    

variety of areas of risk and 

consistently employs a  

comprehensive system for 

contractor and vendor    

review, selection, and     

documentation.  

The school proactively 

identifies new areas of risk 

and ways to mitigate them. 

The school employs crimi-

nal background checks and  

financial checks. The school 

utilizes a documented sys-

tem to  evaluate findings.  

The school provides a bond 

for key employees and 

board members.  

The school maintains a 

codified system for training 

that is consistently imple-

mented and regularly re-

viewed for improvements. 

Training is documented.   

The school has a codified 

and comprehensive school 

leaderplan with aligned 

staff, community supports 

and budgets to respond. 

The plans are frequently 

reviewed and modified. 

Crisis drills are practiced 

regularly and documented. 

The policy manual is      

comprehensive, frequently 

reviewed, and published.  

Decisions are made based 

on policy. 
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4.2 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Does the school purchase general liability insurance? 

• Has the school  leader or Board of Trustees received multiple quotes to ensure an adequate amount of coverage for 
 the most economical price? 

• Has the school purchased Directors and Officers insurance to protect its Board of Trustees from liability? 

• Has the school purchased Property and Casualty insurance? 

• Does the school carry vehicle insurance if own vehicles and/or transporting students? 

• Does the school carry cyber security insurance? 

• Do the school and broker regularly review new insurance products to determine their suitability for the school? 

• Does the school leader work closely with the insurance broker to reassess risk and determine an adequate amount  of  
 insurance coverage every time a major change in the physical environment or personnel occurs? 

• Does the school have an periodic insurance walk through to identify site hazards or potential risk? 

• Does the school require criminal background checks and fingerprinting in its policies for all staff and volunteers in          
 accordance with state laws? 

• Does the school have an established process for determining what findings are acceptable and those that aren’t in             
 accordance with state laws? 

• Does the school require a bond for key employees with access or school leader over significant public funds? 

• Does the school periodically schedule training for employees in the areas of safety and risk management? 

• Does the school document participation in the training? 

• Is training provided by qualified staff or by external contractors with appropriate credentials? 

• Is training periodically updated to align with new policies and mandates? 

• Does the school have a documented school safety/all hazards plan in place? 

• Has the school secured a Memorandum of Understanding with the local police department? 

• Is the safety/contingency/crisis plan aligned with state and federal emergency school leader standards? 

• Does the school regularly practice application of the safety and crisis plans and report them to applicable agencies in        
 accordance with state requirements? 

• Has the school established relationships with support organizations related to safety and crises? 

• Does the school employ adequate and relevant staffing to support safety and crisis management? 

• Does the school have policies related to segregation of duties, bonding of key employees, inventory control, and           
 independent audit requirements? 

• Does the school maintain policies related to personnel qualifications, insurance, training? 

• Does the school maintain policies related to school leader of the site and buildings? 

• Does the school maintain policies related to student safety, privacy, and protection? 

• Does the school maintain policies related to nonprofit compliance (as appropriate)? 

• Does the school periodically assess its standard operating procedures, staffing plans, and budget to ensure consistency of 
 enforcement? 

• Does the school have protocols in place for communicating policy revisions and additions to stakeholders and staff? 
 
  

    4.2 EVIDENCE 
 

• Multiple Insurance policy quotes 

• Communication records with Insurance broker 

• Certificates of Insurance 

• Documented insurance walk through findings and action plan 

• Criminal background check and fingerprinting documentation of relevant parties 

• Documented process for evaluating background checks 

• Fingerprinting and background check policy and standard operating procedures 

• Bonding documentation 

• Bonding policy 
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    4.2 EVIDENCE (CONTINUED) 
 

• Documented training on employee handbook and other key information disseminated 

• Training presentations 

• Sign in sheets for trainings or signed acknowledgements of training 

• Safety and crisis plan 

• Budgeted line item with contingency funds or reserve fund for contingencies 

• Fire, tornado, and other safety and crisis drills on the calendar and reporting documents 

• Evidence of relationships with agencies such as police, fire, state emergency management, social services organizations, 
 etc. 

• Staffing plan that includes positions as necessary to meet the needs of the safety/all hazards plan 

• Policy manual 

• Evidence of an annual independent financial audit 

• Forms and standard operating procedures aligned with policy 

• Staffing plan aligned with policies and standard operating procedures 

• Documented communication process related to policy revisions and additions 
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OPERATIONS INDICATOR 4.3: STUDENT ENROLLMENT  

The school has fair and equitable enrollment practices compliant with regulations and the PA Charter School Law.  

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

Actual or potential          

discriminatory and/or     

unethical enrollment     

practices are evident.     

Process is undocumented 

and communication with 

stakeholders is lacking.  

Enrollment processes may 

provide opportunity for  

discriminatory and/or     

unethical enrollment     

practices. Process may be 

poorly documented and 

infrequently reviewed. 

Communication with     

stakeholders may be lacking 

timeliness or consistency. 

 

 

The school provides for a 

fair and transparent process 

devoid of discriminatory 

and unethical enrollment 

practices through            

documented processes, 

periodic review and        

external certification of  

processes, and timely and 

consistent communication 

with stakeholders. 

 

 

The school provides for a 

fair and transparent process 

devoid of discriminatory 

and unethical enrollment 

practices through docu-

mented processes, frequent 

review, monitoring and  

external certification 

of  processes, and timely 

communication with    

stakeholders. 
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4.3 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Does the school establish and monitor its enrollment plans to ensure compliance with PDE regulations and PA Charter 
 School Law? 

• Does the school review its policies to ensure they do not exclude or discriminate against any student or groups of            
 students? 

• Does the school document its historic enrollment trends and use the trends for enrollment projections? 

• Does the school monitor community demographics? 

• Are enrollment processes transparent and aligned with the law? 

• Are registration forms free from potentially discriminatory information (such as race, creed, student programs, or           
 economic status)? 

• Is enrollment information published and is adequate notice provided? 

• Is the lottery public with documented and published procedures? Does the school record the lottery? 

• Is there a system in place for notifying the public about results of the lottery? 
 
  

   4.3 EVIDENCE 
 

• Enrollment materials made available to public 

• Enrollment policies and procedures 

• Non-discrimination policy posted on school website 

• Longitudinal and enrollment trend data on community and school demographics 

• Documented enrollment process 

• Forms free from potentially discriminatory information 

• Documented lottery process – including public notice of results, video recording, and other documentation 
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OPERATIONS INDICATOR 4.4: SUPPORT SERVICES 

The school conducts a systematic approach for support services (student health, finance/business processes, transportation, food 

service) and evaluates efficiency and effectiveness of each program. 

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

The school lacks adequate 

personnel, financial, or   

other resources for         

implementation. 

The school does not employ 

practices related to training 

and standard operating  

procedures. 

The school does not          

evaluate the efficiency     

and effectiveness of support 

services or only does so 

when issues arise. The 

school lacks timely and 

effective response to issues. 

The school includes most 

personnel, financial, or   

other resources for           

implementation. 

The school employs discrete 

practices related to training, 

and standard operating pro-

cedures. 

The school periodically  

evaluates the efficiency and 

effectiveness of support 

services and usually re-

sponds to issues as they 

arise. 

 

 

Includes adequate             

personnel, financial and 

other resources for         

implementation. 

Employs systems related to 

training and standard oper-

ating procedures. 

The school regularly       

evaluates the efficiency   

and effectiveness of support 

services and responds to 

issues as they arise. 

 

 

 

 

 

Includes ample personnel, 

financial and other re-

sources for implementation. 

Employs codified,            

coordinated systems       

related to training and 

standard operating          

procedures. 

The school has an            

established process to    

frequently evaluate the  

efficiency and effectiveness 

of support services and  

proactively addresses issues 

before they arise. 
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4.4 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Does the school maintain adequate and qualified staff to implement student support services? 

• Are professional development and training plans inclusive of support personnel? 

• Are standard operating procedures codified for each support service? 

• Does the annual budget allocate adequate resources to support delivery of the services regarding staff, equipment,        
 supplies, training, and other expenditures? 

• Does the school have a codified process, policies or procedures in place for evaluating and selecting vendors for support 
 services? 
  
  

   4.4 EVIDENCE 
 

• Job descriptions aligned with applications or vendor contracts 

• Documented checklists or other evidence related to periodic compliance review 

• Professional development plans for support personnel 

• Standard Operating Procedures manual 

• Line items in annual operating budget 

• Vendor selection process, policies, or procedures 
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OPERATIONS INDICATOR 4.5: EMPLOYEES 

The school is fully staffed with appropriate qualifications, has a defined hiring process, maintains accurate documentation on em-

ployees, and provides administration for human resources processes such as onboarding, compensation packages, benefits, retire-

ment, conflict resolution, staffing levels, and employee performance. 

 

ABSENT 

 

 

EMERGING 

 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

 

EXEMPLARY 

 

The school does not inven-

tory staffing needs and fre-

quently has open positions 

or positions filled with un-

qualified staff. 

The school lacks a process 

for planning growth trajec-

tories and succession.  

The school has limited to no 

career ladder pathways and 

lacks a succession plan for 

key board and administra-

tive team members. 

School improvement plans 

and strategic plans, if imple-

mented, lack consideration 

for staffing, and the budget 

lacks proper consideration 

to staff the school in the 

current year. 

Hiring processes are not 

documented and lack poli-

cies and procedures to se-

lect staff based on verified 

credentials. 

The school maintains em-

ployment records that are 

substantially out of compli-

ance. 

Records lack evidence to 

support or defend employ-

ment decisions. 

Records are not audited.  

 

 

The school periodically in-

ventories staffing needs. 

Sometimes has open posi-

tions or positions filled with 

unqualified staff for short 

periods of time. 

The school employs a pro-

cess for planning growth 

trajectories and/or succes-

sion.   

The school has limited ca-

reer ladder pathways and 

lacks a succession plan for 

key board and administra-

tive team members. 

School improvement plans 

and strategic plans address 

staffing to a limited degree, 

and the budget mostly re-

flects the needs of the 

school and the current 

year’s plans. 

Hiring processes are some-

what documented and in-

clude policies and proce-

dures to select staff based 

on credentials. 

The school maintains em-

ployment records that are 

mostly legally compliant.  

Records somewhat support 

or defend employment deci-

sions.  

Records are irregularly au-

dited. 

The school regularly inven-

tories staffing needs and 

maintains a full staffing ros-

ter with competent, creden-

tialed staff. 

The school employs a sys-

tematic process for planning 

growth trajectories and suc-

cession.  

The school has a document-

ed career ladder and succes-

sion plan for key board and 

administrative team mem-

bers. 

School improvement plans 

and strategic plans address 

staffing, and the budget 

reflects the needs of the 

school and the current 

year’s plans. 

Hiring processes are codi-

fied, are transparent, and 

include policies and proce-

dures to select staff based 

on verified credentials. 

The school maintains em-

ployment records that are 

legally compliant and sup-

ports and defends employ-

ment decisions. 

Records are periodically 

audited. 

 

 

 

 

The school employs a sys-

tematic process for invento-

rying staffing needs and 

growth trajectories and 

maintains a full staffing ros-

ter with highly competent, 

credentialed staff. 

The school employs a codi-

fied, systematic process for 

planning growth trajectories 

and succession.  

The school has a document-

ed career ladder and suc-

cession plan for key board 

and administrative team 

members and incorporates 

mentoring, shadowing and 

other transition supports. 

School improvement plans 

and strategic plans fully 

anticipate needed staffing 

to execute, and the 5-year 

budget fully reflects these 

plans. 

Hiring processes are codi-

fied, are transparent, and 

include policies, procedures, 

and strategies to select staff 

based on verified creden-

tials and employee and 

alignment with mission and 

culture of the school. 
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ABSENT 

(CONT.) 

 

EMERGING 

(CONT.) 

 

EFFECTIVE 

(CONT.) 

 

EXEMPLARY 

(CONT.) 

The school lacks new staff 

support processes such as 

orientation and mentoring. 

Compensation and benefits 

are rarely or never reviewed 

and/or published. 

 

 

The school provides some 

support of new staff 

through orientation. 

Compensation and benefits 

are infrequently reviewed 

and/or published. 

 

 

The school supports new 

staff through supportive 

processes such as orienta-

tion and a mentoring. 

Compensation and benefits 

are reviewed and published 

periodically. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Has a codified process for 

maintaining employment 

records that are legally 

compliant and supports and 

defends employment deci-

sions. Records are frequent-

ly audited. 

The school supports new 

staff through supportive 

processes such as orienta-

tion and a trained mentor 

and/or documented men-

toring program. 

Compensation and benefits 

are reviewed and published 

annually.  
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4.5 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Are faculty/staff fully qualified for the positions held? 

• Is there a process in place to communicate expectations regarding job duties? 

• Is there a process in place for professional development for operational positions? 

• Does the school provide for succession of key roles? 

• Are staffing needs aligned with annual operating budgets, continuous improvement plan, and strategic plans? 

• Does the school have a documented hiring process? 

• Is the hiring process free from the opportunity for acts of discrimination? 

• Does the school prescreen applicants? 

• Does the school require and verify proof of licensure or experience when applicable? 

• Does the school require and verify candidate references? 

• Are the school leaders trained in effective and legal interviewing techniques? 

• Does the school utilize a scoring rubric or other objective measurement tool for evaluating candidates? 

• Does the school follow a records retention schedule for employee files? 

• Does the school maintain updated certification and licensure records? 

• Does the school maintain employee files free of inappropriate documentation? 

• Is there evidence that professional development is provided to all personnel? 

• Is there evidence that performance evaluations are conducted regularly? 

• Is there evidence of intervention plans with employees not meeting requirements satisfactorily? 

• Is documentation maintained regarding employee vacation and leaves of absence? 

• Is documentation maintained related to retirement, insurance and compensation changes? 

• Is overtime paid correctly to non-exempt staff? 

• Are staff members categorized correctly as exempt or non-exempt? 

• Are contracts or at-will agreements maintained? 

• Is documentation maintained to support a claim for workers compensation or unemployment? 

• Are taxes and other withholding recorded? 

• If applicable, are staff members handling labor relations documents qualified? 

• Are documents related to the hiring process for employees and those not selected maintained? 

• Do new employees participate in an orientation? 

• Do all employees have a signed contract/at will agreement and offer letter on file that clearly states agreed upon salary 
 and benefits? 

• Are new employees provided a mentor and/or a coach? 

• Do you provide proper training and orientation for staff by qualified staff? 

• Does the school regularly review the compensation model or salary schedule to ensure it is competitive? 

• Are benefits regularly reviewed for quality and cost effectiveness? 

• Are employees thoroughly informed of insurance and retirement benefit options available to them? 

• Is the school compliant with employer contributions related to taxes, benefits, or retirement? 

• Does the school publish salary schedules or the compensation model? 
 

    4.5 EVIDENCE 
 

• Job descriptions aligned with employment applications or resumes 

• Professional development plan 

• Assessment and monitoring tool 

• Succession plan and career ladder plan 

• Line item budget related to staffing positions 

• Appropriate staffing is addressed in strategic plans and continuous improvement plans 

• Standard operating procedure for hiring 

• Job postings on website 
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    4.5 EVIDENCE (CONTINUED) 
 

• Certification and licensure proof in employee file 

• Scoring rubric or objective measure for evaluating job applicants and interviews 

• Employment application, employee handbook, records release, offers letters, contracts (if applicable) 

• Hiring policy and documented hiring process, including references 

• Employee files compliant with state requirements 

• Professional development plans, credits earned, and sign ins 

• Performance appraisal or walk-through documentation 

• Recorded leave of absence for each employee 

• Retirement plans as applicable 

• Life status changes or compensation changes recorded for each employee 

• Write ups related to employee infractions and communication records that are related 

• Records retention schedule 

• Employee handbook 

• Forms and processes aligned with human resources policies 

• Board minutes that demonstrate review and approval of compensation and benefits plans 

• Evidence of employer contributions 

• Published salary schedules or compensation model 
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OPERATIONS INDICATOR 4.6: COMMUNICATIONS 

The school employs a process to develop and implement external and internal communication plans aligned with the school’s mis-

sion and ensures the security and appropriate accessibility of all data and records. 

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

The school lacks a formal 

communication plan. 

School records do not     

follow records retention 

guidelines or policies and 

procedures. 

Records and data systems 

may be insecure,             

inaccurate, or inaccessible 

to authorized personnel. 

 

The school has elements of 

a communication plan or 

discrete communication 

protocols. 

School records may loosely 

follow records retention 

guidelines and procedures. 

Formal policies may be  

lacking. Records and data 

systems are somewhat   

secure, accurate, and      

accessible to authorized 

personnel. 

 

 

 

The school has a formal 

communication plan that is 

consistently implemented 

and aligned with the        

mission and culture of the 

school. 

The school maintains      

records according to a     

records retention schedule 

and has corresponding    

policies and procedures in 

place.  

Records and data systems 

are secure,  accurate, and 

accessible to authorized 

personnel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The school employs a       

documented communication 

plan and systematic          

processes for engaging    

parents and community 

members and maintaining 

engagement are employed. 

The communication plan is 

aligned with the mission and 

culture of the school. 

The school maintains records 

according to a records       

retention schedule and has 

corresponding policies and 

procedures in place that are 

regularly monitored.   

Records and data systems 

are secure, accurate, and 

accessible to authorized per-

sonnel, procedures and doc-

umentation are maintained 

related to monitoring. 
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   4.6 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Is there a communication process for stakeholder engagement? 

• Do you have a feedback mechanism for stakeholders? 

• Does the leadership communicate with the staff on a regular basis? 

• Does the school send communication to parents on a regular basis? 

• Does the school publish key information on a user-friendly website and at the school? 

• Does the school publish an annual report? 

• Does the school regularly communicate with the media related to school events and accomplishments? 

• Does the school have policies related to data school leader and access? 

• Does the school follow a records retention schedule? 

• Are student and staff records securely maintained? 

• Are records regularly audited for accuracy, completeness, and compliance? 

• Are records maintained in appropriate formats for access and storage? 

• Does the school have a documented process for document accessibility by internal and external staff that is compliant 
 with PA Right to Know Law? 

• Are Special Ed. records kept separate from cumulative files for students? 

• Are Special Ed. records secured and accessible to authorized personnel only? 

• Do files contain legally permissible documents? 

• Does the school have a document release form used to obtain student and staff records from other schools or employers? 
 

    4.6 EVIDENCE 
 

• Parent Engagement Compact or similar 

• Website 

• Surveys 

• Newsletters or documented regular communication 

• Annual report 

• Press releases and media coverage documentation 

• Documented faculty meetings and parent meetings 

• Advisory panels and committees 

• Records retention schedule 

• Audit records 

• Sign in sheets for records access 

• Document release form 

• Data school leader and access policies 

• Database(s) 
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OPERATIONS INDICATOR 4.7: PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT 

The school maintains sites, facilities, services, and equipment to provide a safe, orderly, and healthy environment.  

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

The school lacks an         

established cleaning and 

maintenance regimen. 

The school has multiple 

compliance issues with 

OSHA and other health and 

safety laws, regulations and 

mandates. 

The school’s site or          

buildings lacks safe          

accessibility to, around and 

within areas of the site and 

building(s) or accessibility is 

compromised to a signifi-

cant degree. 

The school follows           

established regimens for 

cleaning and maintenance. 

The school is mostly       

compliant with OSHA and 

other health and safety 

laws, regulations and     

mandates. 

The school provides safe 

access to, around, and  

within most areas of the site 

and building(s). 

 

 

 

 

The school uses documented 

plans for cleaning and 

maintenance of site and  

facility. Consistently follows 

established regimens. 

The school uses established 

protocols and is compliant 

with OSHA and other health 

and safety laws, regulations 

and mandates. 

The school ensures safe   

access to, around, and within 

site and building(s). 

 

 

 

 

The school proactively     

addresses cleaning and 

maintenance with             

documented short and     

long- range plans for site  

and facility. The school     

consistently follows          

established regimens. 

The school uses established 

protocols to implement and 

monitor compliance with 

OSHA and other health and 

safety laws, regulations and 

mandates. 

The school ensures safe         

access to, around, and within 

site and building(s). Access is 

regularly monitored. 
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   4.7 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Are the grounds and buildings kept clean, tidy, and free from hazards? 

• Does the custodial staff follow a documented regimen for daily, periodic, and annual cleaning and maintenance? 

• Does the school maintain a short-term maintenance plan? 

• Does the school maintain a long-term maintenance plan? 

• Does the budget reflect adequate funds to properly maintain the site and buildings? 

• Is equipment such as fire hydrants, water fountains, cleaning equipment, HVAC systems, etc. regularly checked for         
 functionality and maintenance needs? 

• Are proper containers utilized for chemicals? 

• Are OSHA-approved chemicals used? 

• Are Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) easily accessible near the OSHA-approved chemicals? 

• Is proper labeling and storage provided for chemicals or hazardous substances? 

• Is access to mechanical rooms or other hazardous locations on the site or in the buildings secured? 

• Does the school prepare for inclement weather? 

• Is shade provided in external recreational areas? 

• Is signage provided for wet floors or other hazardous conditions? 

• Does the site provide for safe pick up and drop off of students with proper markings and signage? 

• Does the site provide for safe access to the buildings and site for wheelchairs via sidewalks, ramps, and elevators? 

• Is lighting appropriate and maintained for the interior and exterior of the buildings? 

• Is cleaning equipment (mops, brushes, rags) properly sanitized regularly? 

• Is fencing erected and maintained around playground areas, retention ponds, electrical equipment, or hazardous areas? 

• Does the school have sidewalks, crosswalks, and proper signage on roadways leading to the school? 

• Are the playground equipment and base checked and maintained regularly? 

• Does the school maintain qualified staff for maintenance and custodial care of the sites and facilities? 
 
 

    4.7 EVIDENCE 
 

• Janitorial task checklist 

• Short and long-term maintenance plans and progress monitoring 

• Budget line item for maintenance 

• Equipment check records 

• Storage rooms or external storage buildings secured 

• Labeled containers 

• Chemicals meeting OSHA standards and MDHS 

• Secured access to hazardous locations 

• Proper inclement weather materials on hand 

• Shaded areas 

• Signage 

• Road and parking lot markings 

• Sidewalks, ramps, and or elevator 

• Well-lit parking lots, buildings lit during evenings or during power outage 

• Fencing check documentation 

• Playground check documentation 

• Warranties 

• Documented inspections 

• Resumes or applications of maintenance and custodial staff 
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OPERATIONS INDICATOR 4.8: SAFETY  

The school prioritizes student, employee, and visitor safety, and utilizes a safety committee or review process to oversee and re-

port safety concerns to the administration. 

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

The school lacks an         

established safety          

committee or protocols for 

reviewing safety concerns. 

Access to buildings and 

grounds are unrestricted or 

unmonitored. 

 

 

The school establishes a 

safety committee that   

monitors safety infrequently 

and without established 

protocols. Concerns         

identified are reported to 

administration. 

Access to buildings and 

grounds are somewhat   

restricted to authorized 

personnel only. 

 

 

 

 

The school establishes a safety 

committee with established 

protocols that are consistently 

implemented. 

Reports are documented, and 

action plans are established 

and implemented. 

Access to buildings and 

grounds are restricted to   

authorized personnel only.  

The school has periodic    

training, protocols, and     

monitoring of systems. 

 

 

The school establishes a 

trained safety committee 

with established protocols 

that are consistently         

implemented.  

Reports are documented and 

measurable action plans are 

established and monitored 

for resolution. 

Access to buildings and 

grounds are highly restricted 

to authorized personnel only. 

The school has frequent 

training, protocols, and   

monitoring of systems. 
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   4.8 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Does the school have a safety committee established? 

• Is the safety committee trained to comprehensively review the building and site? 

• Does the safety committee conduct periodic checks of buildings or grounds? 

• Is a process in place and codified for reporting and acting upon safety concerns? 

• Does the school document safety committee checks? 

• Does the school have limited access to the buildings? 

• Does the school have a process for screening and monitoring visitors entering the building or being on site in accordance 
 with PA regulations (ex. volunteers)? 

• Does the school have a security system? 

• Does the school secure all doors? 

• Is equipment properly secured? 

• Does the school regularly review safety precautions with staff, students, and parents? 

• Is there a documented process for reporting and addressing safety or security concerns? 

• Does the school employ security personnel or a resource officer? 
 
 

     4.8 EVIDENCE 
 

• Documentation of safety committee checks 

• Training documentation 

• Standard operating procedures 

• Safety reports to management 

• Action plans 

• Locked doors with keyed or comparable access 

• Sign in sheets and visitor tags 

• Cameras and mirrors 

• Installed and fully operational security system with recording capability 

• Documented safety review 

• Standard operating procedure 

• Meeting agendas or minutes 

• Staffing plan 
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OPERATIONS INDICATOR 4.9: STUDENT BEHAVIOR 

The school develops, implements, and monitors its student behavior system to ensure a safe learning environment for all students.  

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

The school inconsistently 

addresses disciplinary     

issues. 

The school lacks a formal 

Code of Conduct. Policies 

and practices may not be 

documented and/or are 

irregularly enforced. 

The school lacks               

establishment or              

enforcement of due process 

policies and procedures. 

Code of Conduct lacks zero 

tolerance provisions or fails 

to uphold them. 

Documentation lacks     

specificity, accuracy, or 

completion to adequately 

support and defend        

decisions. 

 

The school addresses        

disciplinary issues as they 

occur but lacks a monitoring 

system to identify trends. 

The school establishes a 

Code of Conduct and          

documented policies and 

practices that are generally 

enforced and address           

inappropriate behavior. 

The school protects the 

rights of all students 

through due process       

policies and processes that 

are generally adhered to, 

zero tolerance provisions, 

and documentation that 

somewhat supports and 

defends decisions. 

 

The school uses quantitative 

data to track trends and     

address disciplinary issues. 

The school establishes a Code 

of Conduct and codified and 

consistently enforced policies 

and practices that both      

prevent and address           

inappropriate behavior and 

supports the mission driven 

culture of the school. 

The school protects the rights 

of all students through due 

process policies and processes 

that are consistently adhered 

to, zero tolerance provisions, 

and documentation that    

supports and defends deci-

sions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The school proactively     

emphasizes intervention, 

prevention, and teaching 

appropriate behavior. 

Identifies causal reasons    

for disciplinary issues and 

trends in discipline through 

quantitative and qualitative 

data. 

The school establishes a 

Code of Conduct and        

codified, consistently        

enforced and monitored  

policies and practices that 

both prevent and address 

inappropriate behavior and 

supports the mission driven 

culture of the school. 

The school protects the 

rights of all students through 

due process policies and  

processes that are              

consistently adhered to and 

monitored for compliance, 

zero tolerance provisions, 

and documentation that  

supports and defends       

decisions. 
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4.9 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Does the school have a documented behavior system including a Code of Conduct and documented processes? 

• Is the system communicated regularly to staff, students, and parents? 

• Does the school publish behavioral expectations in policies, student handbooks and on signage around the school? 

• Is there a process for monitoring fidelity to the school-wide behavior plan? 

• Are consequences appropriate and tied to the infraction? 

• Does the behavior system include provisions for due process? 

• Does the school provide documentation for school files and to parents? 

• Does the school maintain discipline data? 

• Is the discipline data regularly reviewed and discussed? 

• Does the Code of Conduct address zero tolerance infractions that impact safety and security? 

• Are similar incidents handled in a consistent manner? 

• Does the school measure the success of behavior policies and their implementation by regularly collecting and analyzing 
 data to determine successful approaches and need for improvement? 

• Does the school regularly analyze data to determine if discipline disparities exist on the basis of race/ethnicity, gender, 
 disability, or language status? 

 

    4.9 EVIDENCE 
 

• Student and staff handbook 

• Discipline policies 

• Discipline/Student Referral forms 

• Documented due process provisions 

• Documented communication to staff, students, and parents 

• Discipline incident reports 

• Data that includes at least the following: 

 Demographics: the student’s race/ethnicity, gender, disability, language status (whether the student is English            
 proficient or an English Learner), and other demographic information necessary to address inconsistencies in   
 discipline policies and their implementation; 

 Offense/reason for discipline referral; 

 Referring staff member and race/ethnicity; 

 Consequences imposed, including but not limited to, any alternatives to suspension imposed, suspension (and what 
 type: in-school or home suspension), recommendation for expulsion, or expulsion 

 The administrator imposing discipline and her race/ethnicity 

• Documentation of data analysis to determine any racial/ethnic disparities in discipline and plan to address such disparities 
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OPERATIONS INDICATOR 4.10: TECHNOLOGY AND DATA SYSTEMS 

The school ensures technology infrastructure and staff is in place to fully support student needs and employee work processes.  

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

The school does not address 

hardware, software,        

networks, maintenance, and 

staffing for technology. 

Hardware is inadequate to 

run technology programs 

and/or to support school 

operations. 

Software is inadequate to 

support school operations 

or the instructional         

program. Systems and data 

are unprotected. 

Technology support is not 

identified or is solely       

dependent upon volunteers. 

The school lacks policies  

and practices related to 

managing, storing and    

accessing data. 

Multiple deficiencies with 

legal compliance exist. 

 

The school addresses    

hardware, software,        

networks, maintenance,  

and staffing for technology 

as needed. 

Maintains hardware to run 

technology programs and to 

support school operations. 

Utilizes software to support 

school operations and the 

instructional program.   

Software may not fully   

protect the systems and 

data. 

Technology support is         

intermittent or unreliable. 

Technology policies are  

enforced irregularly. 

Implements discrete         

practices related to          

managing, storing, and   

accessing data. Some      

deficiencies with legal   

compliance may exist. 

The school establishes and 

implements, a technology  

plan that addresses hardware, 

software, networks,            

maintenance, staffing, and 

use. 

Maintains appropriate      

hardware to run technology 

programs and to support 

school operations. 

Utilizes software to support 

school operations and the 

instructional program and to 

protect the systems and data. 

Technology staff maintains 

equipment, systems, and   

enforces established policies. 

Establishes and enforces    

policies and practices related 

to managing, storing, and   

accessing data that ensures 

legal compliance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The school establishes,    

implements, and monitors 

short and long-range       

technology plans that       

address hardware, software, 

networks, maintenance, 

staffing, and use. 

Maintains appropriate    

hardware to run technology 

programs and to support 

school operations, both   

currently and for future   

expansion. 

Utilizes software to              

efficiently support school 

operations and the               

instructional program and   

to protect the systems and 

data. 

Dedicated technology staff 

maintains equipment,      

systems, and enforces      

established policies. 

Establishes, enforces, and 

monitors policies and         

practices related to              

managing, storing, and ac-

cessing data that ensures 

legal compliance. 
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4.10 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Does the school have a technology plan or work-group that includes both short and long term goals for equipment          
 procurement, maintenance, use and replacement? 

• Does the school train staff on use of technology? 

• Does the school have adequate hardware to run technology programs to support school operations? 

• Are firewalls and other protective measures provided to prevent unauthorized access to inappropriate web content? 

• Is malware and antivirus protection used? 

• Does the school have proper technology to implement school operations? 

• Does the school have a member on staff or a contracted vendor to maintain the technology equipment and systems? 

• Does the school have policies related technology use for students and staff? 

• Does the school hire qualified technology staff and keep their skills current through targeted professional development? 
 

 
    4.10 EVIDENCE 
 

• Technology plan 

• Technology equipment 

• Technology software 

• Firewalls 

• Malware and antivirus 

• Staff or vendor to support technology 

• Policies on use of technology by students and staff 

• Training records for students and staff related to technology 
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STANDARD 4: OPERATIONS 

 
SELF SCORING DOCUMENT 

For each indicator, review the performance level descriptions, key questions, and list of artifacts. Based on your analysis, determine 

your school’s performance level for the given indicator by marking: Absent, Emerging, Effective, or Exemplary. After selecting a 

performance level, provide a brief rationale for why you have identified your school as performing at the selected level. Refer to 

the performance level descriptions to guide your writing and cite sources of evidence that external reviewers may be interested in 

reviewing.  

4.1 LAWS AND 

REGULATIONS 

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 

 

4.2 RISK Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 

 

4.3: STUDENT   

ENROLLMENT  

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 
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4.4 SUPPORT      

SERVICES 

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 

 

4.5 LABOR             

RELATIONS 

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 

 

4.6                     

COMMUNICATIONS 

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 

 

4.7 PHYSICAL                

ENVIROMENT 

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 
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4.9 STUDENT        

BEHAVIOR 

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 

 

4.10 TECHNOLOGY 

& DATA SYSTEMS 

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 
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A quality school is governed by a Board of Trustees, a collective of individuals, who are responsi-
ble stewards of the school’s mission and of public funds and trust. The Board of Trustees mem-

bers carry out their duties in a professional, legal, and ethical manner at all times for the purpose 
of achieving overall school and student success. 

STANDARD 5 
 

GOVERNANCE 
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GOVERNANCE INDICATOR 5.1: ACADEMIC OVERSIGHT  

The Board of Trustees understands the charter’s academic goals and objectives related to student achievement and have the sys-

tems in place to monitor student achievement.  

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

The Board does not         

understand what academic 

excellence means at the 

school and does not             

monitor student           

achievement or support 

school leadership in its   

academic performance 

efforts . 

 

The Board can define      

academic excellence for   

the school and knows the 

charter promises.  

School leadership reports 

on student achievement to 

the Board but does not have 

a formalized reporting     

structure.  

The Board takes a hands-off 

approach to academic over-

sight and minimally sup-

ports the school leader re-

lated to increasing academic        

performance and           

effectiveness. 

The Board can articulate a 

shared definition of academic 

excellence for the school that 

is aligned with the charter and 

knows how achievement is 

assessed, regularly reviewing 

school results and advancing 

academic goals.  

The board or academic excel-

lence  committee (or equiva-

lent  subgroup) works closely 

with school leadership to un-

derstand and inform the steps  

the school is taking to increase 

achievement.  

 

 

 

 

 

The Board can articulate a 

shared definition of          

academic excellence for the 

school that is aligned with 

the charter and knows how 

achievement is assessed, 

regularly reviewing school 

results independently and in 

comparison to state averages 

and benchmarked district 

and charter schools.  

The  academic excellence        

committee or equivalent 

group works closely with 

school leadership to         

understand and inform the 

steps the school is taking to 

increase achievement and to 

educate all board members 

about employed strategies. 
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5.1 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Does the Board know the key academic components included in the charter? 

• Does a written, shared definition of academic excellence exist? 

• Has the Board received training on the state and, if applicable, authorizer’s academic accountability frameworks? 

• Does the Board regularly discuss what academic excellence means for the school? 

• Has the Board, along with school leadership, set long term performance goals for students (i.e. what knowledge and skills 
 students should possess when they graduate from/exit the school)? 

• Has the Board, along with school leadership, set measurable goals that define an annual target for academic             
 achievement? 

• Are all members of the Board trained on academic accountability measures? 

• Do all members know which standardized tests are administered at the school and how they will be used? 

• Do all members know if interim, formative, and benchmark assessments are administered at the school? 

• Do all members understand what each assessment type measures? 

• Does the Board receive clear, consistent, and timely reporting on state standardized test results? 

• Does the Board receive clear, consistent, and timely reporting on interim test results and benchmarks? 

• Does the Board understand the steps the school is taking to achieve excellence? 

• Have all Board members completed PDE Act 55 training? 

• Are background check clearances on file for all Board members (volunteers)? 

• Do all board members agree on the methodology for measuring progress toward reaching academic goals? 

• Does the Board compare the school’s academic results with the state and/or national averages? 

• Does the Board compare the school’s academic results with the surrounding districts and/or comparable charter school 
 results with the goal of meeting or exceeding those results? 

• Does the school leader work in partnership with the academic excellence committee (or comparable) to educate the       
 entire Board about the key strategies being employed to close the achievement gap or deliver academic excellence    
 school-wide? 

 

   5.1 EVIDENCE 
 

• Summary of school academic goals, including key promises made in charter 

• Definition or description of academic excellence 

• Board minutes that indicate discussion of the school’s bar for academic excellence and current performance toward it 

• Academic performance dashboards included in board meeting packets 

• Job description for the academic excellence committee (or comparable) 

• Records of academic excellence committee (or comparable) working collaboratively with the school leader 

• Annual calendar of standardized and interim testing presented to the board 

• Standardized and interim test results and reports 

• School Leader report discussing academic achievement progress 

• Board training agendas and materials that reference academic oversight 

• Profile of school chosen as a benchmark 

• Comparison reports to state, district school, charter schools, and/or benchmark school 

• School continuous improvement plans, professional development plans, and strategic plans specifically focused on raising 
 chievement based on current school data or benchmark school data and that have been reviewed by the board 

• Board approved academic achievement goals 

• Certificates of completion for Act 55 training 

• Background check documents 
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GOVERNANCE INDICATOR 5.2: FINANCIAL OVERSIGHT  

The Board of Trustees understands the short and long-term economics of the school and has systems in place to monitor short and 

long-term financial health.  

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

The Board does not have 

the financial expertise to 

ensure financial stability 

and regulatory compliance 

and has not established 

financial policies and          

procedures or consistent 

reporting.  

The audit results in a quali-

fied opinion with major 

findings on financial con-

trols, policies, or  steward-

ship. 

 

Some members of the 

Board understand the     

economics of the school and 

regulatory requirements.    

 A financial policy and      

procedures manual has 

been developed, but        

financial reporting may  

occur less than monthly, 

and the audit may result     

in a qualified opinion or 

concerns about internal 

controls. 

Multi-year financial        

planning is not required nor 

monitored by the Board. 

. 

The Board fully understands 

the short and long-term     

economics of the school, the   

impact of programmatic  

choices on finances, and    

regulatory requirements.  

A financial policy and proce-

dures manual is updated in a 

timely manner, and financial 

reporting, which is reviewed 

by the full board or finance 

committee, occurs monthly, 

while the audit results in an 

unqualified opinion with few 

or no concerns about internal 

controls.  

Multi-year financial planning is 

monitored with considerations 

for anticipated future needs or 

changes in revenue .  

 

 

 

 

The Board fully understands 

the short and long-term  

economics of the school,   

the impact of programmatic 

choices on finances, and  

regulatory requirements.     

  A financial policy and           

procedures manual is          

updated as soon as a change 

in practice are made, and 

financial reporting, which is 

reviewed by the full board or 

finance committee, occurs in 

accordance with an annual 

reporting schedule, while  

the audit results in an      

unqualified opinion and no 

concerns about internal   

controls.  

The full Board or finance 

committee works closely 

with staff to develop at least 

five-year projections and 

proactively works to ensure 

adequate resources to meet 

future demand. 
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5.2 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Do all members of the Board know the basic sources of revenue and how public sources of revenue are earned for the 
 school? 

• Does the Board know what its break-even enrollment numbers are for the school each year? 

• Does the Board as a whole or the finance committee know a simple breakdown of the annual school budget into major 
 categories (e.g. Personnel, Facilities, Admin, etc.)? 

• Does the Board approve the annual budget and significant revisions thereto? 

• Does the Board provide input and feedback regarding the proposed budget? 

• Does the Board publicly approved the final budget after the proposed budget is available to the public for at least 30 days?  

• Does the Board articulate school-wide priorities and map them to revenues and expenditures? 

• Does the Board recognize which funding sources are short-term vs. which are long-term, sustainable funding sources, and 
 which are restricted and unrestricted? 

• Does the Board develop at least five-year budget projections annually? 

• Does the Board anticipate future needs that significantly affect the budget, such as adding staff members, or securing a 
 new facility? Does a financial policies and procedures manual exist? 

• Does the school close its books monthly? 

• Does the board and/or finance committee review the balance sheet, profit and loss statement, and budget to actual     
 reports monthly? 

• Is an annual budget produced in a timely manner and approved by the Board? Are significant revisions to the initially   
 approved annual budget reviewed and approved by the board? 

• Does the Board receive monthly and annual budget v. actual reports that allow the board to ensure the school is          
 managing to budget? 

• Does the school complete an annual independent audit by a qualified CPA? 

• Does the Board receive accurate financial reports in compliance with an agreed upon reporting schedule? 

• Does the annual audit result in an unqualified opinion and no material findings regarding internal controls? 

• Does training for new board members who do not have financial experience include how to read, understand, and        
 interpret financial reports? 

• Does the Board review a detailed checklist of all financial school leader deliverables that school leadership is responsible 
 for submitting to agencies, authorizers, and auditors annually? 

• Is the school’s 990 reviewed and signed by a school leader and filed with the IRS in a timely manner? 

• Has the Board approved financial goals aligned to PDE requirements and, if applicable, bond covenants and other          
 governing documents and commitments? 

• Is the Board aware of major long term financial obligations such as loans, bonds, etc.? 
 

    5.2 EVIDENCE 
 

• Up-to-date Financial policies and procedures manual 

• Monthly and annual closing schedule 

• Finance committee tasks and responsibilities’ description 

• Clean annual audits with detailed notes and school leader letters 

• Board and/or Finance committee meeting minutes documenting whether audit reports were reviewed and approved 

• Board meeting minutes documenting whether budgets were approved, regular financial reports were presented and       
 discussed, and members were trained on using financial reports 

• List of annual financial deliverables to authorities and agencies 

• Completed/Filed and approved Form 990 
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GOVERNANCE INDICATOR 5.3: REGULATORY OVERSIGHT  

The Board of Trustees monitors compliance with local, state, and federal laws and regulations, monitors compliance with charter 

agreement, and has a process for developing, approving, and enforcing appropriate policies and procedures.  

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

The Board makes very little 

effort to no effort to ensure 

compliance with local,  

state, and federal laws and 

regulations, as well as its 

charter agreement .  

No process is in place for          

developing appropriate  

policies and procedures.  

The Board makes some 

effort to ensure compliance 

with all local, state, and 

federal laws and                 

regulations. 

The Board also monitors the 

school’s compliance with its 

charter agreement .  

Policies and procedures 

have been developed or are 

in process of being devel-

oped related to governance, 

finance,  personnel, and/or 

students and families. 

The Board monitors               

compliance with all local, 

state, and federal laws and 

regulations and compliance 

with its charter agreement 

based on an established       

annual review calendar.       

Policies and procedures      

have been developed related 

to governance, finance,           

personnel, and students and 

families.  

A process to review and fur-

ther develop all policies and 

procedures is  employed at 

least annually.  

 

 

The Board works closely with 

staff to understand and  

monitor compliance with 

local, state, and federal laws 

and regulations.  

The Board also proactively 

ensures compliance with its 

charter agreement at month-

ly board meetings.  

Policies and procedures re-

lated to governance, finance,          

personnel, and students and 

families are reviewed and 

updated annually. 
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5.3 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Does the Board have a process in place to monitor the submission of required information and reports to regulatory    
 agencies? 

• Does the Board participate in training on relevant local, state, and federal laws? 

• Does the Board have regular communication with the School Leader to ensure policies are followed? 

• Does the Board ensure legal compliance with board policies and school handbooks by seeking legal counsel and financial 
 experts to review, when necessary or appropriate? 

• Does legal counsel review all written policies and school handbooks (where appropriate), checking for compliance with 
 applicable laws and regulations at least annually? 

• Has the Board approved a  compliance calendar that ensures timely submission of required data and reports each month? 

• Does the Board know the information contained in the  charter related to financial stewardship and academic                
 performance? 

• Does a board-approved calendar outline required submissions by the charter’s authorizer? 

• Have all Board members read the charter agreement and asked clarifying questions, as needed? 

• Is reading the charter and understanding the requirements embedded within part of new board member orientation?  

• Does the Board have policies established related to governance? 

• Does the Board have policies established related to financial school leader and ensuring adequate internal controls? 

• Does the Board have policies established related to personnel decisions? 

• Does the Board have policies established related to students and families? 

• Does the Board have a standard operating procedures manual aligned to its policy manual? 

• Does the Board have an articulated process for developing and approving new policies that are required for the board to 
 approve? 

• Does the Board ensure that all board members read and have a working understanding of all policies and related          
 operating procedures at least annually? 

• Are policies and procedures reviewed and revised at least annually? 

• Are proposed policies reviewed by legal counsel or other qualified expertise before being considered for approval? 

• Are all policies approved by a quorum of the full board? 

• Are policies relevant to staff included in the staff handbook? 

• Are policies relevant to students and parents included in the student handbook? 
 
 

 5.3 EVIDENCE 
 

• Board and school policy manual 

• Staff handbooks that are aligned to relevant school policies 

• Student handbooks that are aligned to relevant school policies 

• Documented procedures 

• Board minutes demonstrating review and approval of board and school policies 

• Legal counsel and financial expert submitted notes or revisions after review 

• Board member orientation procedure 

• Compliance calendar 

• Training agendas 

• Training attendance log 
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GOVERNANCE INDICATOR 5.4: SCHOOL LEADER SUPPORT AND EVALUATION  

Organization-wide performance goals are developed collaboratively. The Board evaluates the school leader’s performance and 

provides adequate support for the school leader. 

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

The Board is unaware of the 

performance goals of the 

charter and does not set 

goals for the school leader, 

nor monitor or measure the 

school leader’s performance 

annually.  

The Board takes a hands-off 

approach and abdicates all 

or most  oversight responsi-

bility for the school to the 

school leader.  

The Board understands the 

charter promises and has a 

clear job description and an 

annual evaluation process 

for the school leader, but 

performance goals aligned 

with the charter are not 

included in the evaluation 

process, and broad             

feedback on the school 

leader’s performance is not 

sought.  

Very little support is provid-

ed to improve the school 

leader’s performance and 

little to no consideration for 

succession planning is in 

place. 

The Board approves annual 

performance goals for the 

school leader, ones that are 

aligned with the charter,    

authorizer accountability 

framework, and the school 

leader’s up-to-date job de-

scription. 

Performance against goals is 

monitored periodically,      

reviewed annually and       

informed by feedback from 

the school leader through his/

her self-assessment.  

A leadership development 

plan for the school leader is 

established and reviewed an-

nually, and a short-term/

emergency succession plan for 

the school leader is devel-

oped. 

  

 

 

 

The Board or its designated 

task force works                

collaboratively with the 

school leader to develop 

measurable, annual          

performance goals, ones   

that are aligned with the 

charter and the school lead-

er’s up-to-date job descrip-

tion.   

Performance against goals is 

informed by feedback from 

the leader’s self-assessment, 

the broader school          

community, and through 

formal check-ins frequently 

throughout the year.  

The school leader is support-

ed with regular feedback,    

mentorship, and ample    

opportunities for training.  

Further, a formal, long- term 

succession plan for the 

school leader is developed 

and reviewed annually. 
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5.4 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Do the school leader and the Board work collaboratively to develop annual goals for the school and for the school leader 
 related to academic performance? 

• Do the school leader and the Board work collaboratively to develop annual goals for the school and for the school leader 
 related to financial health? 

• Are annual goals aligned with the performance goals of the charter? 

• Are annual goals SMART (specific, measurable, attainable, relevant, and timely)? 

• Is there a detailed, up to date job description for the school leader that accurately reflect the full scope of the leader’s job 
 and responsibilities? 

• Have the Board and the school leader agreed to a process for monitoring and evaluating the school leader on at least an 
 annual basis? 

• Is the school leader evaluated at least annually following the agreed upon process? 

• Does the evaluation process include the setting of clear performance goals for the school leader each year? 

• As part of the evaluation process, does the school leader complete a self-assessment reflecting on his/her performance 
 against annual goals? 

• Does the evaluation process include input from the larger school community (parents, teachers, partners, etc.)? 

• Is there a clear timeline for completing the school leader evaluation? 

• Does the school leader provide a report toward goals and other school activities at each board meeting? 

• Does the Board formally check-in with the school leader at least twice during the year about his/her performance? 

• Does the Board provide meaningful feedback to the school leader about his or her performance based on data gathered 
 through observations, surveys, and other data collected? 

• Has the Board and school leader collaboratively developed a leadership development plan for the school leader? 

• Has the Board developed an emergency succession plan for the school leader? 

• Has the Board developed a formal, long-term succession plan for the school leader? 

• Has the Board developed a Board/School Leader communication plan with the school leader and ensures it is adhered to? 
 

5.4 EVIDENCE 
 

• Minutes from board meetings that document discussion of charter 

• Written performance evaluation process and procedures 

• Written process of monitoring progress toward annual and long term established goals 

• Up to date job description for the school leader 

• School leader development plan 

• Line item in budget that allocates money for school leader training opportunities 

• Procedures for regular feedback process between the Board and the school leader 

• School leader mentorship log 

• Documentation of annual performance goals for the school and school leader 

• Completed performance reviews 

• Documentation from regular check-in meetings noting key discussion points 

• School leader self-assessments 

• Parent and staff survey results 

• Board minutes demonstrating the establishment of a committee charged with evaluating the CEO (head school leader) 

• Board minutes and approval demonstrating that annual school leadership performance review occurred. 

• Succession plans, both emergency and long term, are in place and Board approved 
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GOVERNANCE INDICATOR 5.5: COMPOSITION & STRUCTURE   

The Board of Trustees ensures the board has a diverse set of skills and backgrounds adequate for effectively governing the school 

and has a clear and active structure of officers, members, and committees . 

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

The Board membership has 

only a few members who 

collectively do not           

represent the diverse set of 

skills and backgrounds 

needed to govern the 

school, and the Board    

does not have a plan for 

recruiting new members. 

Committees are not          

established or are non- 

functioning. 

The membership of the 

Board consists of at least 5 

members, representing  

several of the skill sets and 

backgrounds needed to  

govern the school, and the 

Board understands its     

future membership needs 

but does not have a formal 

plan for recruiting new 

members.  

Bylaws and board policies 

(to the extent existing) mini-

mally address officers, 

members, and  committees, 

and some roles are estab-

lished but may not be fully 

functioning. 

The membership of the Board 

consists of at least 7 members, 

representing the broad cross 

section of skill sets and         

backgrounds and the capacity 

needed to govern the school.  

The Board adheres to its    

formal recruitment plan that 

ensures the selection of         

experienced and independent 

members who will              

complement the existing skills 

sets of current members. 

Bylaws and board policies  

define roles of officers,          

members, and committees, 

and all are both established 

and functioning. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The membership of the 

Board consists of at least 7 

members, representing the 

broad cross section of skill 

sets, backgrounds, capacity, 

and diversity needed to   

govern the school.  

The  Board adheres to its 

formal recruitment plan that       

ensures the selection of   

experienced, well- tested, 

well-oriented, and             

independent members who 

are aligned with the mission, 

act independently from  

management, and            

complement the existing 

skills sets of current       

members.   

Bylaws and  board policies 

thoroughly define roles of 

officers,  members, and com-

mittees, and all are estab-

lished and function effective-

ly to tactically and strategi-

cally plan business of the 

board.  
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5.5 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Are there consistently five or more members of the Board? 

• Does membership represent a broad cross-section of skills needed to govern effectively (e.g. finance, legal, academic,     
 governance, facilities, human resources, fundraising, community representation, etc.)? 

• Does membership reflect the community being served (ethnic, racial, socio-economic and gender diversity)? 

• Does the Board have a targeted, ongoing recruitment plan for its membership? 

• Does the Board consistently adhere to a formal and transparent process for nominating and selecting new members? 

• Does the Board have a targeted, future-facing profile of the skills and expertise it will need? 

• Has the Board developed a formal evaluation process to determine whether a candidate has the skill set, necessary time, 
 philosophical alignment with the school, and temperament to serve as a member? 

• Prior to being nominated for membership, are candidates required to participate in a trial period by serving on a com
 mittee or having ample time to interact with other board members? 

• Is it true that all members of the Board have no personal or business ties to the school leader, staff, or each other which 
 could result in conflicts of interest during decision-making?  

• Do new members participate in an effective orientation process that includes training in the roles and responsibilities of 
 being a member and Sunshine Act, including completing Act 55 training? 

• Does the Board have a comprehensive set of bylaws and Board policies, to include specific delineation of the role, respon
 sibilities, term limits and authority of the Board vis-à-vis the school leader? 

• Does the Board have the following or equivalent officers: chair, vice-chair, treasurer, and secretary? 

• Are there individual performance expectations for members? 

• Are there job descriptions for each committee and for each officer position? 

• Are job descriptions and performance expectations reviewed annually? 

• Is there a clear process for nominating officers? 

• Are there an adequate number of members on each committee to achieve committee goals? 

• Does each member have a copy of or easy access to up to date bylaws and Board policies/Board manual? 

• Does the Board have multiple committees or periodic task forces to take on specific duties? 

• Is each committee or task force chaired by a member of the Board and include a senior member of the school’s leadership 
 team? 

• Does each member miss fewer than 25% of the meetings each year? 

• Are sanctions in place for frequent absenteeism? 

• Is there a succession plan for board members and officers? 

• Is there a clear plan for removing officers and members written into the bylaws and/or policy? 
 

5.5 EVIDENCE 

 
• Updated Board Manual 

• Member recruitment plan 

• Policies and procedures for nominating and selecting members 

• Minutes from meetings documenting adherence to the nominating and selection process 

• Minutes from meetings documenting participation of non-members on committees 

• Matrix documenting the skill sets and diversity of current members and what is being sought in candidates 

• Standard list of interview questions asked of all candidates 

• Written evaluation of candidates 

• Schedule of trainings 

• Orientation program guidelines 

• Board Bylaws 

• Job description and succession plan for the Board and officers 

• Job descriptions for committees and lists of its members 

• Job descriptions for officer positions 
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GOVERNANCE INDICATOR 5.6: MEETINGS  

The Board of Trustees adheres to an established annual board calendar, provides public transparency, and follows an agenda that 

focuses on fulfilling the board’s role and fiduciary responsibilities. 

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

Meetings are held at               

irregular intervals and do 

not follow an established 

agenda, nor comply with 

the open meeting laws, or 

abide by conflict of interest 

policies.  

Most meetings are            

scheduled in advance,          

follow an established           

agenda, and minutes are 

produced to document       

proceedings.  

In compliance with open 

meeting laws, meeting no-

tices are posted in advance, 

and members understand 

how to recuse themselves if 

a conflict of interest arises.   

The public may be given 

limited  opportunities for 

input . 

All meetings, which adhere    

to an established annual    

calendar and comply with 

open meeting laws, follow a 

standard agenda that focuses 

attention on decision-making. 

Meeting minutes, which        

comply with open meeting 

laws, document reports by all 

committees, the record of 

actions taken, and clearly 

notes member recusals when 

a conflict of interest exists.  

Opportunities for public input 

are provided at each meeting.  

  

 

 

 

 

All meetings, which conform 

to an established annual  

calendar and open meeting 

laws, follow a standard  

agenda informed by        

committee chairs and the 

school leader and focus 

attention on decision-

making.  

Meeting minutes, which 

comply with open meeting 

laws, represent a concise 

record of actions taken by 

selected  committees and 

clearly notes member 

recusals when a conflict of 

interest exists.  

Clear and consistent            

opportunities for public input 

are provided and welcomed 

at each meeting.  
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   5.6 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Does the Board meet at least quarterly? 

• Does the Board generally meet once a month? 

• Does the Board hold very few, if any special or emergency meetings? 

• Does the Board cancel fewer than two meetings a year? 

• Has the Board created an annual calendar of all board meetings, retreats, etc.? 

• Does the annual calendar delineate when key decisions will need to be made, such as approval of annual budget,         
 evaluation of school leader, submission of state and federal required documents, etc.? 

• Have all members participated in training on open meeting law? 

• Do all trustees understand applicable open meeting laws (Sunshine Act)? 

• Are meetings posted in compliance with applicable Sunshine Act requirements? 

• Are minutes consistently taken at all meetings, including committee meetings, and include an accurate record of what was 
 discussed and decided? 

• Are closed, executive sessions properly documented and conducted in accordance with law? 

• Does the Board have and implement a conflict of interest policy? 

• Do members recuse themselves from discussions or decision-making when a conflict of interest exists? 

• Annually, do members disclose in writing any actual or potential conflicts of interest? 

• Does the meeting agenda allow for public comment? 

• Does the chair of the Board and the school leader work collaboratively to develop agendas? 

• Is there a balance of meeting time spent on of current year oversight and future strategic direction of the school? 

• Do minutes represent an alignment with the agenda, providing sufficient details for what was discussed and decided     
 related to each agenda item? 

• Do meeting agendas consistently conform to a standard format and/or sequence delineating topic, duration, supporting 
 materials, and actions to be taken? 

• Do committees submit reports ahead of time and present to the full board when there is something strategic to discuss?  

• Does the Board evaluate meeting effectiveness, at least annually? 

• Are meeting materials well organized to facilitate the work of members? 

• Are meeting materials distributed at least three days in advance? 

• Do all Trustees read all materials in advance of each meeting? 

• Is input from committee chairs reflected in agendas? 

• Do committee chairs predominately lead presentations or discussions rather than the school leader taking charge? 
 
 

    5.6 EVIDENCE 

 

• Annual calendar of board activities including meetings, training, board evaluation, etc. 

• Annual calendar of meetings 

• Meeting agendas from prior meetings 

• Approved Minutes from prior meetings 

• Conflict of Interest Policy and evidence it is being adhered to (i.e. completed forms disclosing conflicts of interest, minutes 
 noting recusals) 

• Copy of Pennsylvania’s open meeting laws (Sunshine Act) 

• Meeting evaluation report 

• Record of open meeting law (Sunshine Act) and Act 55 training completed 
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GOVERNANCE INDICATOR 5.7: GOALS AND ACCOUNTABILITY  

The Board of Trustees advocates for and sustains the school’s mission and vision, and in conjunction with the CEO/School Leaders 

sets and measures progress towards mission-driven goals, and conducts self-evaluations. 

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

The Board does not          

advocate on the school’s 

behalf and does not set 

goals or have systems and 

processes in place to hold 

itself accountable for its 

collective performance or 

the performance of           

individual members.  

To hold itself accountable  

as it advocates for and      

sustains the school, the 

Board sets collective annual 

goals and measures its        

performance against           

established goals; however, 

individual member              

expectations are not            

established, and individual 

expectations and                

commitments vary greatly. 

To hold itself and individual 

members accountable as it 

advocates for and sustains the 

school, the Board sets mission

- driven, annual goals for the 

full Board and individual  

members, measuring           

performance against           

established goals for all.     

Individual members             

understand personal           

expectations and dedicate   

the time and expertise        

required to be an effective 

member.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To hold itself and individual 

members accountable as it 

advocates for and sustains 

the school, the Board sets 

mission- driven, annual  

goals for the full Board,  

committees, and individual 

members, measuring           

performance against        

established goals for all. 

Individual members respond 

to personal expectations, 

dedicating the expertise, 

time, leadership, and             

financial support required to 

be an effective member,  

advocate, and spokesperson 

for the school.  

A formal  orientation process 

for new members is estab-

lished with veteran members 

mentoring new members to 

ensure effective perfor-

mance.  
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   5.7 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Does the school communicate time and duties expected of its board members, and do new board members formally 
 acknowledge their understanding and commitment? 

• Do 100% of members actively contribute to the success of the Board? 

• Does substantive committee work happen between meetings? 

• Does each member bring concrete, professional expertise that is needed by the Board? 

• Does each member come to meetings prepared, having read all materials in advance? 

• Is there a system in place to hold each member accountable to a consistent high standard? 

• Annually, is each member expected to serve on at least one committee? 

• Does each member contribute or help to get a donation to the school? 

• Does each member participate annually in school activities such as special programs and fundraising events? 

• Is each member well-informed about national, state, and local charter school issues? 

• Does each member excel at tapping personal and professional networks to benefit the school? 

• Can each member serve as an informed spokesperson and advocate for the school? 

• Is there a formal orientation process for new members with veteran members coaching or mentoring new members to 
 ensure effective performance? 

• Does the Board have a clear set of charter goals, strategic goals, and annual school improvement goals that will add value 
 to the school, in areas such as academics, finance, and operations? 

• Do all committees have a set of annual goals? 

• Are committee goals aligned with the overall Board goals? 

• Does the Board have a consistent process to measure progress toward achieving goals? 

• Does the Board evaluate its performance annually? 

• Is the work of individual members of the Board evaluated annually? 

• Is the self-evaluation used to identify gaps in board composition and training opportunities? 
 

   5.7 EVIDENCE 
 

• Job description for the Board 

• Job description for individual members 

• List of Board goals 

• List of goals for each committee 

• List of goals for each member 

• Minutes from Board and committee meetings demonstrating attendance 

• Minutes from Board and committee meetings demonstrating completion of self-evaluation and/or goal setting 

• Resumes or biographies of members 

• Formal evaluation of the Board 

• Evaluations of members 

• Attendance records from events shows board member participation 

• Board approved Annual board priorities or improvement plan 
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STANDARD 5: GOVERNANCE 

 
SELF SCORING DOCUMENT 

For each indicator, review the performance level descriptions, key questions, and list of artifacts. Based on your analysis, determine 

your school’s performance level for the given indicator by marking: Absent, Emerging, Effective, or Exemplary. After selecting a 

performance level, provide a brief rationale for why you have identified your school as performing at the selected level. Refer to 

the performance level descriptions to guide your writing and cite sources of evidence that external reviewers may be interested in 

reviewing.  

5.1 ACADEMIC 

OVERSIGHT 

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 

 

5.2 FINANCIAL 

OVERSIGHT 

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 

 

5.3: REGULATORY 

OVERSIGHT  

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 
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5.4 SCHOOL LEADER 

SUPPORT &             

EVALUATION 

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 

 

5.5 COMPOSITION 

AND STRUCTURE 

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 

 

5.6 MEETINGS Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 

 

5.7 GOALS AND   

ACCOUNTABILITY 

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 
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A quality school demonstrates sound financial practices through responsible use of public funds, 
maintaining publicly accessible fiscal records, conducting annual audits, and developing a compre-

hensive fiscal plan that demonstrates alignment with the school’s mission and vision. 

STANDARD 6 
 

FINANCE 
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FINANCE INDICATOR 6.1: FINANCIAL PLAN  

The school effectively plans for long and short-term financial health and ensures that expenditures of school funds are closely 

aligned with the mission and the academic goals of the school. 

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

School Leader is unable to 

articulate how the school’s 

budget and personnel        

decisions align with its        

mission and how allocations 

work within the budget.  

The Board has not set priori-

ties for the budget and has 

little involvement in the 

budget development or 

approval process.  

School Leader can explain 

how personnel decisions  

are made and how re-

sources are allocated 

throughout the budget but 

cannot articulate how the 

budget supports the           

priorities of the school in 

relation to its academic 

goals.  

The Board has set priorities 

for the budget but has little 

involvement in the budget 

development or approval 

process.  

The  budget covers only the  

current year or has poor or 

unsubstantiated projections 

for future years . 

The Board is actively involved 

in the budget process,         

approves annual budgets and 

significant revisions thereto, 

and establishes at least 3-year 

financial projections. 

School Leader can articulate 

how its personnel decisions 

and the budget’s allocation of 

school resources aligns with 

the school’s academic          

priorities and realistic              

enrollment projections. 

The Board ensures that        

the budget is realistic and  

supports its priorities prior to 

approval.   

The budgeting   process in-

cludes projections of cash 

flows and resulting  reserve 

balance. 

  

 

 

 

The Board is actively         

involved in the budget       

process, approves annual 

budgets and significant       

revisions thereto, and          

establishes at least 5-year 

financial projections. 

School Leader can articulate 

how its personnel decisions 

and the budget’s allocation 

of school resources align 

with the school’s academic 

and operational priorities.  

The Board ensures that the  

budget is realistic and      

supports its priorities prior  

to approval.  

School Leader and the Board 

regularly  compare actual 

revenue and expenditures to 

the  approved budget and         

investigate significant       

variances.  

The Board or its finance com-

mittee also benchmark ex-

penditures against similar 

schools. 
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   6.1 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Do school leader and the Board work to optimize student enrollment? 

• Do school leader and the Board use the school’s projected enrollment as a basis to establish budgets? 

• Does the finance committee and/or full board track longitudinal demographic, funding and expenditure trends, and utilize 
 data to formulate or review budget projections? 

• Has the budget taken into consideration any recent or anticipated cuts in state or federal funding and does it include      
 contingency plans for reduced funding or unanticipated expenditures? 

• Does the budgeting process include projections for cash flows and balances? 

• Are all budget line items based on clearly stated and realistic assumptions? 

• Does the finance committee or full board review 3-5-year financial projections? 

• Do school leader and/or the Board identify several similar schools and compare revenues and expenses? 

• Has the Board of Trustees of school leader established the educational and operational spending priorities for the 
 school? 

• Does school leader understand how to use the budget as a tool to support the school’s priorities and its mission, and to 
 effectively allocate the school’s financial resources? 

• Has the Board established minimum priorities for allocation of financial resources to key mission-aligned programs and 
 activities? 
 

    6.1 EVIDENCE 
 

• Approved strategic plan 

• Approved annual budget and expenditure v. budget reports 

• Historical financial data report 

• Approved organizational chart and staffing levels 

• Enrollment trend and projection charts 

• 3-5 year financial projections, annually revised 

• Multiple school financial comparison charts 

• Cash flow and balance projections 

• Detailed assumptions for significant budget line items 

• Board meeting minutes documenting annual budget approvals and revisions and ongoing board oversight of fiscal results 
 and trends 
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FINANCE INDICATOR 6.2: LAWS AND REGULATION 

The school aligns financial practices with state and federal laws, charter agreement, applicable regulations and standard accounting 

principles. 

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

The school has not codified 

its business and financial 

policies and procedures and 

does not actively monitor its 

compliance with state and 

federal laws and regula-

tions, and generally accept-

ed accounting principles.  

The school has established 

formal business, financial 

and personnel policies and 

procedures but does not 

actively monitor its compli-

ance with state and federal 

laws and regulations and 

generally accepted ac-

counting principles. 

 The school has reviewed and 

actively monitors its business, 

financial and personnel poli-

cies and procedures and has 

determined, with the assis-

tance of legal counsel that 

they are in alignment with 

state and federal laws and 

regulations as well as the char-

ter contract.  

In addition, the Board receives 

regular training from supervis-

ing and regulatory agencies.  

The school, its legal counsel, 

and independent auditor con-

duct an annual review of com-

pliance matters and conformi-

ty with generally accepted 

accounting principles.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The school’s strategic plan 

and by- laws address compli-

ance with federal and state 

laws and regulations.  

The school as well as its legal 

counsel, a certified public 

accountant, and other ex-

perts proactively review the 

business, financial and per-

sonnel policies and proce-

dures and have determined 

that they are in alignment 

with laws and regulations, 

and that financial records are 

maintained in accordance 

with generally acceptable 

accounting principles.  

In addition, the Board seeks 

out training from supervising 

and regulatory agencies and 

actively monitors compli-

ance.  
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   6.2 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Do school leader and the Board know what laws and regulations related to financial reporting and accounting apply to the 
 school? 

• Are current business and financial practices in alignment with the school’s charter and applicable laws and regulations? 

• Have any changes to the school leader or governance structure been reflected by amendments to the charter agreement 
 and/or governing documents such as by-laws, articles of incorporation, 501(c)(3) designation, etc.? 

• Has the Board developed, reviewed, and approved formal business, financial and personnel policies and procedures? 

• Do school leader and the Board actively monitor the school’s compliance with laws and regulations? 

• Has school leader and the Board received training regarding compliance with relevant laws and regulations? 

• Has the school consulted legal counsel and a certified public accountant regarding compliance with laws and regulations, 
 and maintaining financial records in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles? 

• Does the school leader actively seek out training on any new regulations and best practices for the finance department? 

• Does the board have an active finance committee and/or an internal audit committee to regularly receive and approve 
 annual independent auditor-prepared financial statements, to review compliance-related, internal controls, or other     
 findings and school leader letters, and to revise compliance related policies and procedures? 

 
 

    6.2 EVIDENCE 
 

• Formal business, financial and personnel policies and procedures 

• Job descriptions 

• Organizational chart 

• Articles of incorporation 

• Current By-laws 

• Conflict of interest policy 

• Employee handbook 

• The Board and school leader training syllabi Indicating relevant training 

• Whistleblower policy 

• Annual Audit and Management’s Discussion and Analysis 

• Unqualified, no material findings independent annual audit reports 

• Contracts to engage legal counsel and engagement letters with certified public accountant performing independent audits 
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FINANCE INDICATOR 6.3: INTERNAL CONTROLS 

The school establishes strong internal financial controls to ensure operational integrity and safeguarding of school assets and finan-

cial resources, maximizes accuracy and reliability of financial records, and develops procurement policies and procedures .  

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

The school has not               

developed formal internal 

financial controls and is not 

adequately safeguarding 

the school’s assets.   

The school has developed 

formal internal financial 

controls over revenues and 

expenditures as well as  

financial record keeping; 

however, school leader and 

the Board do not regularly 

review the school’s financial 

policies and procedures        

for adequacy or                

implementation.  

The school has developed and 

documented formal internal 

financial controls over        

revenues, expenditures, and 

assets as well as financial       

record keeping. School Leader 

and the Board annually or 

more frequently review and 

revise, if necessary, the 

school’s financial policies and 

procedures.  

The school has proper staffing 

levels and separation of re-

sponsibilities to ensure appro-

priate handling of cash and 

spending authorization.  

  

 

 

 

The school has developed 

formal internal financial   

controls over revenues and 

expenditures as well as    

financial record keeping.  

School Leader and the Board 

annually or more frequently 

review the school’s financial 

policies and procedures and 

proactively make changes to 

properly safeguard the 

school’s assets.  

The school builds on its inter-

nal controls by leveraging 

external  resources, such as 

controls offered through 

financial institutions.  

The school has proper 

staffing levels and separation 

of responsibilities to ensure 

appropriate handling of cash 

and spending authorization. 
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   6.3 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Are financial duties adequately separated? 

• Does the finance department use controls over cash disbursements? 

• Are bank reconciliations done monthly? 

• Are employees or other individuals who have access to checks denied signing authority? 

• Are all internal financial control policies documented and regularly reviewed by the Board? 

• Has the school board created finance and/or audit committees to regularly review and revise compliance related policies 
 and procedures? 

• Does the Board receive training related to financial matters? 

• Does the school appropriately safeguard business and financial records (e.g. by using safes, locked drawers, or shredding 
 when appropriate)? 

• Has the school developed robust information technology security measures? 

• Is there a process to regularly back up electronic records and store those backups off-site? 

• Does the school use effective anti-virus and firewall protection with its technology? 

• Does the school conduct periodic records and information technology risk assessments? 

• Does the school leader or Board at least annually evaluate all record retention and protection policies and procedures and 
 make revisions, as needed? 

• Does the school have written policies and procedures for procurement? 

• Does the school understand its responsibilities regarding purchases made using federal funds? 

• Does the school have a clear set of criteria for selecting vendors? 

• Has the Board formally approved the procurement policies and procedures? 

• Does the School Leader monitor the procurement policies and procedures for compliance? 

• Do the school’s actions align with the written policies and procedures for procurement? 

• Is there a designated person Leadership Team to oversee each service provider? 

• At least annually, does the school evaluate service providers based on clear performance criteria? 

• At least annually, does the Board review and revise, if needed, the procurement policies and procedures? 
 

 

    6.3 EVIDENCE 
 

• Board approved Internal control policies and procedures 

• Timely Bank reconciliations 

• Minutes to the Board meeting documenting the review and approval of internal controls 

• Resumes for the Board indicate members with financial training or experience 

• Board training syllabi includes training for financial practices 

• Annual financial and compliance audits demonstrate no repeat findings 

• Board approved Procurement Policies and Procedures and expenditure controls 

• Board of Trustees meeting minutes that show approval of all applicable financial related policies and procedures 

• Board minutes and organization chart delineating oversight responsibility and oversight practices 

• Evaluation criteria for service providers 

• Completed service provider evaluations 

• Contracts with service providers 

• Safes and other physical safeguards 

• Record retention policies and procedures 

• Information technology security policies and procedures 

• Information technology vendor agreements 

• Information technology risk assessments 

• Uniform Grant Guidance (UGG) Manual for federal grant compliance 
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FINANCE INDICATOR 6.4: ADEQUATE FINANCIAL RESOURCES 

The school ensures ongoing financial viability and sustainability by engaging in accurate reporting to optimize enrollment and spe-

cial programs support, monitoring financial performance and trends and actual results vs. budget projections, and seeking out ad-

ditional funds, if needed.  

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

The Board and school leader 

does not  monitor its enroll-

ment or financial results, 

has not budgeted for an 

appropriate operating mar-

gin, and has not identified 

key financial ratios for 

measuring  financial perfor-

mance and sustainability .   

The Board and school leader 

regularly monitors its enroll-

ment and has developed its 

budget based upon realistic  

enrollment expectations 

and appropriate operating 

margins; however, it has not 

identified key financial rati-

os for measuring financial 

performance and sustaina-

bility .  

The Board and school leader 

monitors its enrollment at 

least monthly and develops 

and revises its budget based 

upon actual enrollment while 

retaining plans for an appro-

priate operating margin.  

Also, the Board and school 

leader has identified key finan-

cial ratios, such as net profit 

percent, current ratio, days 

cash on hand, and expenses 

per student or employee in 

order to assist in measuring 

financial performance and                    

sustainability.  

The budget takes into account 

future investments needed 

such as facilities or technolo-

gy. 

As needed, the Board and 

school leader seeks additional 

revenue sources beyond basic 

state funding .  

  

 

 

 

The Board and school leader 

monitors long-term enroll-

ment and demographic 

trends. Further, it monitors 

its enrollment at least 

monthly and develops and 

revises its budget based up-

on actual enrollment  while 

retaining plans for an appro-

priate operating margin.  

Also, the Board’s finance 

committee has developed a 

long- term strategic plan that 

identifies key financial ratios 

such as net profit percent, 

current ratio, days cash on 

hand, and expenses per stu-

dent or employee in order to 

assist the Board with meas-

uring financial performance 

and sustainability.  

The school leader, in                 

collaboration with the Board, 

actively seeks additional  

revenue.  
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6.4 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Do the Board and school leader plan for and sustain an ongoing positive operating margin? 

• Do the Board and school leader plan for and achieve annual positive operating margins or proactively develop and ap
 prove deficit budgets for specific reasons or needs? 

• Are enrollment targets consistently achieved and, if not, are enrollment targets underlying approved budgets accordingly 
 revised (along with planned expenditures)? 

• Does the Board and school leader understand per pupil funding levels and how enrollment drives revenues? 

• Does the Board and school leader regularly monitor its enrollment and demographic trends? 

• Does the Board and school leader understand the importance of budgeting for annual surpluses, cash reserves, and        
 balance sheet strength? 

• Does the school have policies in place to review and revise budget approved annual expenditures if enrollment does not 
 achieve targets or drops during a school year? 

• Has the school identified key financial ratios to measure financial performance and trends? 

• Does the Board monitor cash flow results monthly? 

• Does the budgeting process take into consideration future expenditures, such as future facility needs, additional staff and/
 or curriculum resources needed, technology and equipment replacement, etc.? 

• Has the Board developed a long-term strategic plan, including multi-year financial projections? 

• Do annual budgets or long-term financial projections identify the amount of additional revenues needed to ensure        
 financial viability and sustainability? 

• Does school leader actively seek out additional revenue sources, such as tax credits and grant opportunities? 

• Is the Board involved in fundraising and/or identifying and obtaining additional revenue? 

• Has school leader or the Board prioritized efforts to obtain additional revenue in order of the importance of need or 
 school mission? 

• Does the Board seek out opportunities to interact with funders and key stakeholders in the community and state and      
 national charter school sector to identify and pursue potential new funding streams? 
 

    6.4 EVIDENCE 

 

• Monthly enrollment reports 

• Approved budget and financial reports to Board including enrollment data and key financial ratios 

• Long-term strategic plan 

• 3-5 year financial projections 

• Tax credit receipts 

• Prioritized list of grant opportunities 

• Strong and/or improving financial ratios and trends and balance sheet strength 
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FINANCE INDICATOR 6.5: FINANCIAL REPORTING AND OVERSIGHT  

The school regularly and accurately records and reports financials activity, results and status, uses and reports restricted funds ap-

propriately, and undergoes a thorough annual independent financial audit. 

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

The school does not          

complete a monthly closing 

process nor routinely       

prepare and present          

financial statements to 

management and the 

Board.  

The school does not engage 

a qualified auditor and/or 

file its annual financial and         

compliance audits in a           

timely manner.   

The school closes its books 

monthly and prepares and 

presents its balance sheet 

and  income statement to 

the Board at least quarterly.   

The school engages a          

qualified auditor but has not 

developed policies to help 

ensure timely filing of its 

annual financial and        

compliance audits. In         

addition, it does not follow 

up on or fully address         

independent auditor           

material findings and/or 

implement auditor          

recommendations.  

The school closes its books 

monthly and prepares and 

presents its  balance sheet, 

income statement, budget to 

actual comparison, and bank            

reconciliations to the Board   

at least monthly. 

Also, School Leaders and the 

Board monitor and ensure 

that restricted funds are used 

for the intended purposes.  

The school engages a qualified 

independent auditor and     

ensures the timely filing of 

annual financial and             

compliance audits and Form 

990 submissions to the IRS. In 

addition, the school follows up 

on and addresses material 

audit findings and recommen-

dations. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The school closes its books 

monthly and prepares and 

presents a  balance sheet, 

income statement, budget to 

actual comparison, and bank        

reconciliations to the Board 

at least monthly.  

The Board independently 

reviews these documents 

and ensures that restricted 

funds are used for intended 

purposes.  

The school engages a quali-

fied auditor and timely files       

annual audits and other   

financial compliance reports. 

 The Board discusses any 

questions that may arise 

with appropriate members 

of management and reviews 

and approves annual audit 

reports and Form 990       

submissions to the IRS.  

Also, school leader  and the 

Board seek training on how 

to read financial statements, 

if needed.  

In addition, the Board fol-

lows up on material audit 

findings and implements 

appropriate                             

recommendations.   
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   6.5 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Does the school close its financial books monthly? 

• Does the school prepare monthly financial statements (to include budget v. actual comparisons)? 

• Does the school leader and the Board regularly review financial statements and reports? 

• Do school leadership and the Board investigate significant budget vs. actual variances? 

• Has the Board received training in how to review financial documents? 

• Are the Business Manager and school leader aware of restricted funds requirements and conditions and do they ensure 
 that such funds are used only for the acceptable purposes? 

• Is the Board of Trustees aware of any restricted funds requirements and conditions and does it regularly receive reports 
 allowing it to monitor and verify that such funds are used only for the acceptable purposes? 

• Does the school business office properly inventory tangible goods purchased with grant funds? 

• Is the auditor’s opinion unqualified and the report free of significant material findings and recommendations for            
 improvement? 
 

    6.5 EVIDENCE 

 

• Monthly recurring closing journal entry and checklist 

• Monthly closing procedures checklist 

• Monthly bank reconciliations. 

• The school’s check registers 

• Board of Trustees board packet that includes the school’s financial statements and budget to actual comparisons 

• Board meeting minutes that include a discussion of financial reports 

• Required restricted funds reporting 

• Independent audit report with unqualified opinions and free of significant material or recurring findings 
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FINANCE INDICATOR 6.6: QUALIFIED EXPERTISE 

The school has appropriate financial planning and management expertise . 

 

ABSENT 

 

EMERGING 

 

EFFECTIVE 

 

EXEMPLARY 

The school’s finance leader 

or department is not staffed 

or contracted with qualified 

knowledgeable personnel, 

and as a result school        

leadership and the Board   

of Trustees do not receive 

timely and accurate             

financial information from 

which to make management 

and governance decisions. 

   

The school’s finance leader 

or department is staffed or 

contracted with personnel 

with an accounting degree 

or some financial               

management experience; 

however, financial reports 

are not completed monthly 

for use by school leadership 

and review by the Board of 

Trustees and segregation of 

duties within the finance 

department is limited.  

School conducts background 

checks for finance positions.  

The school’s finance leader or 

department is adequately 

staffed or contracted with 

qualified personnel, including 

a CFO (or Business Manager) 

with a degree in accountancy 

or financial management   

experience.  

Duties within the department 

are adequately segregated 

and accurate    financial re-

ports are completed monthly 

for school  leadership use and 

Board of Trustees review . 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

The school’s finance leader 

or department is adequately 

staffed or contracted with 

qualified personnel,          

including a CFO (or Business 

Manager) with a degree in 

accountancy, CPA              

certification, or                     

demonstrated financial       

planning and management 

experience in the charter 

school sector.  

Duties within the depart-

ment are adequately segre-

gated and accurate financial 

reports  are completed 

monthly for school leader-

ship use and Board of Trus-

tees review.  

Ongoing professional            

development is provided to 

keep staff’s knowledge up-

dated. 
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6.6 KEY QUESTIONS 
 

• Is the school’s finance department adequately staffed or services contracted with a qualified, credible financial services 
 provider? 

• Does the school conduct background checks when it hires accounting department personnel? 

• Has the school developed minimum qualifications for all Finance department positions? 

• Does the Board of Trustees possess the expertise or contract with professional evaluators when interviewing and hiring a 
 CFO or Business Manager? 

• Are monthly budget vs. actual financial statements presented to the Board of Trustees? 

• Is ongoing professional development provided for all Business Office staff? 
 

6.6 EVIDENCE 
 

• CFO/Business Manager qualifications including degree, CPA certification (if applicable), industry and/or charter sector  
 experience. 

• Updated job descriptions and qualifications for all Finance department positions. 

• Hiring and background check policy and procedures 

• Finance department flow chart of duties, responsibilities, and approvals 
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STANDARD 6: FINANCE 

 
SELF SCORING DOCUMENT 

For each indicator, review the performance level descriptions, key questions, and list of artifacts. Based on your analysis, determine 

your school’s performance level for the given indicator by marking: Absent, Emerging, Effective, or Exemplary. After selecting a 

performance level, provide a brief rationale for why you have identified your school as performing at the selected level. Refer to 

the performance level descriptions to guide your writing and cite sources of evidence that external reviewers may be interested in 

reviewing.  

6.1 FINANCIAL 

PLAN 

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 

 

6.2 LAWS AND 

REGULATIONS 

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 

 

6.3: INTERNAL 

CONTROLS  

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 
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6.4 ADEQUATE     

FINANCIAL            

RESOURCES 

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 

 

6.5 FINANCIAL RE-

PORTING & OVERSIGHT 

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 

 

6.6 QUALIFIED      

EXPERTISE 

Rationale 

 

 Absent 
 
 Emerging 
 
 Effective 
 
 Exemplary 
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OVERALL SCORING DOCUMENT 

 
Use the self-scoring document from each indicator to complete the overall scoring document. Based on your analysis, 
determine your school’s performance level for the given indicator by marking: Absent, Emerging, Effective, or                
Exemplary in the given box. 

STANDARD SUB-STANDARD RATING 

STANDARD 1: ACADEMIC AND CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT 

  1.1: CULTURE OF HIGH EXPECTATIONS   

  1.2: CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION   

  1.3: PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT   

  1.4: HIGHLY EFFECTIVE TEACHERS   

  1.5: LAWS AND REGULATIONS   

  Overall Rating   

Rationale 

  

STANDARD 2: EFFECTIVE AND ETHICAL LEADERSHIP 

  2.1: MONITORING EFFECTIVENESS   

  2.2: PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT   

  2.3: AVOIDING CONFLICTS OF INTEREST   

  2.4: INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP   

  2.5: COMPLIANCE   

  2.6: DIVERSITY   

  2.7: SELF-REFLECTION   

  Overall Rating   

Rationale 
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OVERALL SCORING DOCUMENT (CONTINUED) 

STANDARD SUB-STANDARD RATING 

STANDARD 3: CULTURE, COMMUNITY AND RELATIONSHIP BUILDING 

  3.1: SCHOOL SUPPORT   

  3.2: COMMUICATING MISSION AND VISION   

  3.3: SCHOOL CULTURE   

  3.4: COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS   

  3.5: COMMUNICATING SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT          
RESULTS 

  

Rationale 

  

STANDARD 4: OPERATIONS 
  4.1: LAWS & REGULATIONS   

  4.2: RISK MANAGEMENT   

  4.3: STUDENT ENROLLMENT   

  4.4: SUPPORT SERVICES   

  4.5: LABOR RELATIONS   

  4.6: COMMUNICATIONS   

  4.7: PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT   

  4.8: SAFETY   

  4.9: STUDENT DISCIPLINE   

  4.10: TECHNOLOGY AND DATA SYSTEMS   

  Overall Rating   

Rationale 
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OVERALL SCORING DOCUMENT (CONTINUED) 

STANDARD SUB-STANDARD RATING 

STANDARD 5: GOVERNANCE (CHARTER ONLY INDICATOR) 

  5.1: ACADEMIC OVERSIGHT   

  5.2: FINANCIAL OVERSIGHT   

  5.3: REGULATORY OVERSIGHT   

  5.4: SCHOOL LEADER SUPPORT AND EVALUATION   

  5.5: COMPOSITION & STRUCTURE   

  5.6: MEETINGS   

  5.7: GOALS AND ACCOUNTABILITY   

  Overall Rating   

Rationale 

  

STANDARD 6: FINANCE (CHARTER ONLY INDICATOR) 

  6.1: FINANCIAL PLAN   

  6.2: LAWS AND REGULATION   

  6.3: INTERNAL CONTROLS   

  6.4: ADEQUATE FINANCIAL RESOURCES   

  6.5: FINANCIAL REPORTING AND OVERSIGHT   

  6.6: QUALIFIED EXPERTISE   

  Overall Rating   

Rationale 
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OUR GRATITUDE 
 
PCPCS thanks the Center for Student Achievement and the Arizona Charter Schools Association for sharing their Self-Assessment 
Workbook for Schools with PCPCS and providing valuable insights as to how schools can use the tool to improve themselves. With-

out their efforts and assistance, the work of PCPCS would have been a much heavier lift; for this we are thankful. 

ABOUT THE PENNSYLVANIA COALITION of PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOLS 

The Pennsylvania Coalition of Public Charter Schools is the voice of charter schools in the state of Pennsylvania - representing both 
brick-and-mortar and cyber schools throughout the Keystone State. We advocate for the rights of charter operators, educators, 
parents, and students. Our vision is to serve as a catalyst for educational excellence through opportunity, innovation, and unity. 
The mission of the Pennsylvania Coalition of Public Charter Schools is to be the preferred resource serving the collective interests 
of all Pennsylvania Charter Schools by encouraging positive internal and external communication, advocating for shared goals, and 
promoting the highest standards for all public schools. The Coalition is a nonprofit 501c3 organization with membership open to 
public charters schools and public charter school supporters including families, community leaders, and business leaders. Click here 
to learn more about membership opportunities. 

ABOUT THE CENTER FOR STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT 

The Center for Student Achievement (the “Center”) was founded on the principle that all students deserve a quality 
education, no matter where they attend school; the mission of the Center is to improve student achievement in all 
schools. As a non-profit, 501(c)(3), organization committed to improving the quality of schools in the communities 
where we live and work.  We focus our support on high-quality school improvement initiatives, with emphasis on pro-
fessional development, coaching and the publication of rigorous and transparent research. From this foundation, the 
Center has developed a suite of supporting programs and services for school leaders and teachers. Our flagship initia-
tive, the Quality Schools Program is used by a growing number of district and charter schools in Arizona. A three-year 
program, it provides job-embedded professional development and intensive on-site coaching for teachers and school 
leaders. This program effectively leverages continuous improvement efforts to positively affect student and teacher 
learning that increases student achievement. The Center’s impact on education reform continues to grow nationally 
with customized consulting support provided to educators in Georgia and Virginia. For more information please visit: 
http://www.centerforstudentachievement.org. 

 

http://www.centerforstudentachievement.org/
https://azcharters.org/
http://pacharters.org/
http://www.centerforstudentachievement.org/

